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Abstract
SAP ERP is one of the most popular information systems supporting various organizational
processes. However, extracting an event log for process mining purposes requires complicated
and customized queries for each process. Data entries needed for the event log extraction
are spread over multiple tables. These need to be connected to enable the generation
of event logs. Understanding the connections between these tables is hard. This master
thesis proposes a method that transforms the available SAP metadata structure into a
labeled property graph. This enables the user to comprehend the relational structure
of the underlying SAP system. Based on the proposed method an extractor of event
data from SAP that automates the generation of event logs is developed. The extractor’s
output is an object-centric event log for the target process. This contributes to mitigate
the well-known problems of convergence and divergence, which afflict event logs extracted
from SAP ERP.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Currently, and probably for many years to come, things such as the digitalisation and
optimisation of processes are an aspect of economic interest. In this context the collection
and processing of relevant event data is an important factor. One prerequisite is the
continuous storage of all process-related events. Only in this case it is possible to analyse
and optimise the procedures and processes of a company with the help of the process
mining techniques.
The execution of business processes in a company is usually supported by various information
systems running at the same time [1]. The aim of logging event data from these systems is
to improve the understanding and traceability of the core processes. Today, information
systems already play an important role in the execution of business processes. For example:
hospitals integrate digital patient files that record every step of the treatment or industrial
companies store the individual steps of the production chain. One of the most used
information systems is the so-called Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system [2].
ERP systems store every activity that happens as part of the business processes within a
company [3]. This include finance, human resource management, customers and materials.
All in all, business processes are the heart of every companies operation.
The group of ERP systems includes, for example, SAP or Oracle. SAP is one of the most
used ERP Systems worldwide [3–5]. It has a market share of over 25% and is present
in most companies and across all different industries, like chemicals, pharmaceuticals and
other process industries [4, 5]. More than 80% of the Fortune 500 multionationals ’run’
on SAP, which makes it the de facto standard ERP system and is an essential part of
operation [3].
This leads to a natural need to use the data generated and stored in SAP to gain new
insights. With the help of the collected data, companies can analyse their processes more
deeply, understand them better and optimise them as a result.
The search for patterns and new insights in the recorded process logs is called Process
Mining. Process Mining is a branch of data science [6, 7]. In the recent years the interest
in data science is booming and it is already considered as the profession of the future [8].
In the field of process mining, recorded activities are also referred to as Event Logs. Event
logs contain entries for every event in the company that is related to a specific process.
An event can be the creation of a document, a change or a deletion. Process mining is
1
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one of the fastest growing disciplines of the last decade [9]. Process mining techniques use
event logs to discover processes, check them, recognise different process variants and then
suggest improvements [8]. Here the first challenge arises. The data is rarely accessible
in a readily available format. Significant efforts may have to be made to ensure that IT
systems can record historical data at all and that it can be made available to the company
again. In the rarest cases, process data is available in an event format in a workflow
database. In most cases, event data must be extracted from conventional databases, such
as relational databases like Microsoft SQL or Oracle SQL [10]. These data records, which
are hidden in the tables of a relational database, only represent the current state of the
information system [10]. If there is no unique logging of changes, it is impossible to know
when an entry was created or updated. It is also impossible to recognise that an entry has
been deleted [10]. The complexity of an SAP ERP system poses an enormous challenge
in making the stored data available. All data collected in and with SAP is spread over an
enormous number of tables, which have to be painstakingly picked out of the data lake to
get meaningful results and insights.

1.1

Problem Statement

Despite the aforementioned rapidly accelerating digitalisation and the accompanying increase
in available data sets, preparing them is a major challenge. As already recognised by UrreaContreras et al. [9] in their paper Process Mining Perspectives in Software Engineering: A
Systematic Literature Review, one of the main challenges identified in the Process Mining
Manifesto is about improving the understanding and application of process mining by nonexperts. However, when applying process mining in the environment of an SAP system,
the user must be a domain expert in SAP ERP in addition to understanding process
mining. Only at this point he is able to comprehend the complex relationships within
an SAP system. The user must understand complex relationships in order to link data
records from multiple tables. To do this, valuable domain knowledge is required. All these
preparations are part of the so-called Pre-Processing phase, in which the data is prepared
for the creation of an event log. This is the most time-consuming phase of a process mining
project [9, 11–13].
Thus, there is a great need for a simplification and acceleration of the preparation phase.
This work starts exactly at this point and tries to enable the automatic recognition of
relevant tables within SAP. In addition, the user should be given the opportunity to
gain the greatest possible understanding of the existing structures. Ideally, no domain
expertise should be needed to carry out the pre-processing phase and to trigger the event
log extraction. The remaining chapters of this thesis deal in particular with answering the
following questions:
• How can process mining be enhanced in SAP systems?
• How can we connect the data?
• How do processes interact with each other?
• How can we find relations between transactions and corresponding changes/entries
in the database?
• How can the Pre-Processing phase be optimized?
2
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1.2

Research Goals

The previous section emphasises that there is the need to understand the complex relationships
in the SAP ERP system before performing process mining. The goal of the developed
method is therefore the creation of a tool that guides the user through the event log
extraction. The focus of the presented method is on providing additional structural
information and recommending relevant tables. The overall goals of this thesis are summarised
as follows:
• Design and implementation of a graph-based structure, based on a graph database,
containing the tables and the object classes of SAP as nodes and the relationship
between them as edges.
• Extension of (parts of) the relationship graph, including information about the
“linking” objects and the cardinality of the relationships
• Introduction of a clustering approach to identify interesting groups of tables
• Automate the identification of relevant tables
• Enhance the exploration phase to give the user a deeper understanding of his business
processes
• Development of an interactive extractor that allows for the selection of some nodes/edges
of the graph and can produce an object-centric event log
There are multiple commercial tools out there. Some have hand selected tables underlying
that try to build the process and there are automated and partly automated systems that
try to find the relevant tables.
Some of them offer the user to select the tables himself. What this thesis wants to achieve,
is to show the user WHY the tool proposes these tables and to let him evaluate the relations
himself. The user wants to be assisted but also wants to perform the decision based on
the data that is shown to him. One goal is to increase the overall understand ability of
the table structure and the interconnection of change documents and with that increase
the quality of extracted logs.

1.3

Contribution

This master thesis try to tackle the mentioned challenges by introducing a ExtractTransform-Load phase in front of the actual event log extraction. One of the outputs
of this master thesis is a functional metadata extractor that performs this task. During
this task the SAP metadata structure is extracted and transformed into a labeled property
graph. The mapping from SAP to the graph model is explained in Chapter 4.
On top of the proposed graph model an interactive SAP extractor is developed. The
extractor guides the user step wise through the data extraction and enriches the different
steps with graph networks explaining the relations between the different elements. Based
on the user selection a list of relevant tables is proposed to the user. This includes all
relevant primary keys and the related document types found in the neighbourhood of the
identified SAP tables. Both the tool for converting SAP metadata structures into a graph
model and the interactive SAP extractor are open source and can be found in the linked
3
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GitHub repository. (https://git.rwth-aachen.de/julian.weber1/interactive-extractor-fromsap)

1.3.1

Delimitations

The presented method and the developed tool only support the user in the selection of
the necessary tables for an event log extraction and pre-processing with the help of a key
selection. An evaluation of these logs is not carried out at this point. The identified tables
are compared with the results of other work. Additionally, the developed method and the
extractor tool only have been tested on one SAP system. All results need to be verified
on other SAP Systems.

1.4

Thesis Structure

In a total of 7 chapters, the developed method is presented and evaluated using the SAP
system provided by the PADS chair at RWTH Aachen University. The further structure
of this thesis is as follows. A brief overview of the background and motivation of this
Master’s thesis has been given in this chapter. In chapter two, the reader is given an
overview of the current state of the art. This is divided into four topics: process mining
with object-centric event logs, data extraction from relational databases in general, process
mining in ERP systems with a focus on the ERP system SAP and what progress has been
made in the field of process mining based on graph databases. In the course of the chapter,
different approaches in the four topics are presented and compared with each other. At
the end of the chapter, this master thesis is placed in the larger picture of the current
state of the art for event data extraction in SAP
Chapter three deals with the theoretical foundations. For this purpose, an overview of
the technologies and topics relevant to this Master’s thesis is given.Then the proposed
method is presented in detail. It is shown which parts of the SAP database system are
mapped to which parts of a labeled property graph. The implementation of the presented
method and the integration into the interactive SAP Extractor are presented in chapter
5. In addition, the system architecture behind the developed tool and the data that is
processed is shown. Furthermore, chapter 5 contains a summary of the individual steps
that are run through in the course of a data extraction.
The evaluation of the results with regards to the previously established goals takes place
in chapter 6. Part of the evaluation is the examination of the correctness of the created
graph structure and how far it is relevant for the user. In addition, several metrics are
introduced that quantify the previously created subgraphs and make them comparable
with each other.
Finally, chapter 7 gives an outlook on further possibilities and which extensions could be
particularly interesting.
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Related Work
In the current chapter, the reader is given a summary of the advances in process mining
and current state of the art data extraction tools for relational databases and ERP
Systems. Various areas are examined in more detail and an overview is given of the
different approaches presented. In total, three areas are examined in more detail. These
are innovations in the field of process mining in general, how process mining can be carried
out on relational databases and how graph databases can be used for process mining. In the
area of process mining on relational databases, a special focus is placed on data preparation
and data extraction of data sets from ERP systems. Within the ERP systems, a greater
focus is placed on SAP ERP systems [14].
In the area of process mining on relational databases and in ERP systems, an overview
of different approaches to data preparation and data extraction is given. Of particular
relevance are the proposed prototypal connectors. The focus of these connectors or tools
is on supporting users in performing process mining on relational databases and ERP
systems. These tools are presented in more detail below to give the reader an overview
of the possibilities offered by existing tools and where further challenges need to be
overcome.
As can be seen in the following, there seems to have already been some other research
activities in the course of the last years that deal with the usability of event data from ERP
systems [11, 15–20]. For example, methods are also developed and proposed to extract
event logs from SAP ERP systems [3, 6, 12, 21–25]. In the course of recent years, various
methods have been developed, which are presented in more detail below.
In addition to the methodologies and tools published in the course of scientific work,
commercial solutions also exist on the free market. These tools also support the user in
operating process mining on ERP systems in general and SAP ERP systems in particular.
These currently include the enterprise-grade connectors from Celonis [26], Signavio [27],
LANA [28], UIPath [28] and PAFnow [29].
Special mention should be made here of the provider Signavio, which was acquired by SAP
in spring 2021 [30]. SAP thus shows that process mining also seems to be taking on an
increasingly important role within SAP itself.
Overall, there seems to be a consensus on the necessity of using relational databases and
5
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ERP systems in process mining. Van der Aalst already notes in 2011 [10] in his book
Process Mining: Discovery, Conformance and Enhancement of Business Processes that
most information systems do not explicitly record events and it is therefore necessary to
extract event logs from them before further processing.
A good overview of best practices and challenges in process mining is provided by the
Process Mining Manifesto [31] or in [8]. Furthermore, Zerbino et al. [32] provide an
overview of current papers in the field of process mining. Jaqueline Urrea-Contreras et
al. [9] provide a good overview of current work in the field of process mining software
engineering in their paper Process Mining Perspectives in Software Engineering: A Systematic
Literature Review.

2.1

Object-Centric Event Logs in Process Mining

Object-centric process is a new research area in process mining. Object-centric process
mining is an approach that is able to analyse event data from conventional information
and ERP systems (such as SAP) better and more easily. The idea and the approach
of object-centric process mining can be examined in more detail in the following papers,
among others [16, 21, 33, 34].

Object-Centric Process Mining: Dealing With Divergence and Convergence
in Event Data
In his paper Object-Centric Process Mining: Dealing With Divergence and Convergence
in Event Data, van der Aalst [16] describes the problem of divergence and convergence
in event data. Overall, van der Aalst comes to the conclusion that already existing
approaches, which require flattend event data, are not sufficient to represent real-life
processes precisely enough. Real-life processes often consist of many one-to-many and
many-to-may relationships. Flattened event data only allows the data to be viewed
from one direction and thus leads to the convergence and divergence problems already
mentioned. van der Aalst proposes a new event log notation that allows individual events
to reference any number of objects, the so-called object-centric event logs [16, 34, 35]. This
leads to events being related to each other in different ways. His work is intended to serve
as a call for action in addition to the proposed event log notation, and to encourage future
work to extract more realistic event logs from data systems such as information systems.
This includes the ERP systems used in this work. As an example of a tool that uses this
approach, van der Aalst[16] mentions the tool Celonis [26].

OC-PM: Analyzing Object-Centric Event Logs and Process Models
The considered paper by van der Aalst and Berti [34] describes a set of object-centric
process mining techniques which can be used to analyze object-centric event logs extracted
from mainstream information systems like SAP [34]. A tool for object-centric process
mining, based on the PM4JS library, was implemented. The tool is available at [36].
The tool consists of different pages. There are the Process Schema, the Events Page,
the Objects Page, the Statistics Page and the Conformance Page. The Process Schema
visualizes a process model and enables the user to interact with it. The Events Page is
use to visualize a list of events that is in the log and offers the option to focus on events
belonging to the life cycle of an object. On the objects page the user can shows the list
6
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of contained objects and their life cycle and the life cycle duration. The statistics page
visualizes different statistics and finally the conformance page provides the usage of some
conformance checking functionalities.

2.2

Data Extraction from Relational Databases

In this section, the focus is on data extraction methods for relational databases. Different
approaches are presented.

Extracting Event Data from Databases to Unleash Process Mining
Van der Aalst [15] also emphasizes the importance of conventional databases in relation
to process mining in his paper Extracting Event Data from Databases to Unleash Process
Mining. However, as noted in other papers, it is again emphasized that it is a particular
challenge to extract this data from databases. It is noted that not the analysis of the
event data but the localisation, selection and extraction of the event data is the most
time-consuming part of process mining.
A new perspective is used by van der Aalst to conceptualize a database view of event
data. The Internet of Events (IoE) is based on a large number of different tables. In
order to detect changes, or rather events, in these databases, he introduces a new view of
the prevailing data. This database view assumes that each event to be extracted leaves
traces in the database by changing the underlying database. Starting from a class model
and corresponding object models, it is shown that events are created and can be traced
from the creation, removal and modification of objects and relations. The core idea of
the developed approach is the search for traces, which events leave in the database when
different tables are modified [15].
In a further step, a method is described how previously extracted data can be linked and
classified to create so-called flat event logs. These flat event logs can be analysed and
evaluated in further steps with traditional process mining techniques [15].
The next logical step, according to van der Aalst, is to develop support tools for specific
database management systems. In a time of advancing digitalisation, the process scientist
needs a range of powerful tools. Even though a large number of such tools are already
available and ready for use, there is still a lack of tools that can deal with the Internet of
Events, in which data is widely distributed [15].

Process Mining on Databases: Unearthing Historical Data from Redo
Logs
The use of redo logs is also considered in [20]. In this paper, the authors also come to the
conclusion that event logs can be generated using the logs available in databases. However,
they also point out the need for a new notation such as object-centric event logs.

Connecting databases with process mining: a meta model and toolset
In their paper Connecting databases with process mining: a meta model and toolset, van
der Aalst, de Murillas and Reijers [11] also recognise that in many cases there are no
open event logs to use for process mining. These must first be extracted from the existing
7
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data storage. These are often relational databases. van der Aalst et al [11] describe a
general-purpose approach that can be used with existing redo logs to extract event logs
from the underlying database.
They distinguish here between three types of redo logs coming in the real world:
• Database redo logs
• In-table version storage
• SAP-style change tables
The proposed meta model of this paper was used for the implementation of the Library
Open SQL Log Exchange (OpenSLEX3). The Library is implemented in Java. The
proposed meta model integrates both the processes and the perspectives on the data
and relates them to each other. Therefore, it is able to generate different views from the
database. Due to the structure of this approach, the data extraction itself is separated from
the application of analysis techniques and can therefore be used in various contexts.
However, challenges remain which should be addressed in future work. Overall, van der
Aalst et al. [11] conclude that the implementation lacks user-friendliness and a more
natural, user-friendly way would be desirable.

Quality-informed semi-automated event log generation for process mining
Andrews et al. [17] present in their paper another current tool that enables semi-automatic
event data extraction from relational databases. The tool named RDB2Log is validated
and tested with the help of process mining experts. For this purpose, quality metrics were
introduced, which were tested in a test environment as well as in a real-world case study.
In their evaluation Andrews et al. showed that RDB2Log is easy to understand and can
support process mining processes.
In Fig. 2.1 the approach of the RDB2Log tool is shown. The result of an extraction is an
event log in XES format [37].

Figure 2.1: RDB2Log — quality-informed event log generation. Taken from [17]
8
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Case notion discovery and recommendation: automated event log building
on databases
In [19] a case notion is defined with which it is possible to automatically extract event
logs from databases. The case notion is structured like a tree. In this tree there is a root
node in each case. Furthermore, there are regular class nodes and converging class nodes,
which can be found in the sub tree of the root node. The root node is the main identifier
of a case. So each root node creates its own case identifier for each object (for example, a
purchase order) that belongs to it. All other, normal nodes, generate a new case identifier
if several of their objects refer to a root or regular object. Converging nodes allow a case
identifier to refer to objects of the same class. This can be for example a set of multiple
delivery items that are related to the same delivery case identifier [19].

Extracting object-centric event logs to support process mining on databases
Another approach to extract object-centric event logs from databases is proposed by van
der Aalst et al [33]. Their method was implemented in the XOC Log Generator plugin
in ProM 6 Nightly builds. The plugin takes as input tables from a database or a CSV
file and automatically generates object-centric event logs in the eXtensible Object-Centric
(XOC)[33] format.

Database-less Extraction of Event Logs from Redo Logs
In their paper Database-less Extraction of Event Logs from Redo Logs Lichtenstein et al.
[38] propose a two-step event log extraction approach from relational database. As can
be seen in Fig. 2.2 in a first step the database scheme is discovered and evaluated by a
domain expert. The database schema helps to correlate the redo entries into the event log
traces. The domain expert needs to select the case notion. In the second step the event
log is extracted from the database redo logs.

2.3

Process Mining in ERP Systems - with focus on SAP

Process mining in SAP R/3 a method for applying process mining to
SAP R/3
In Process mining in SAP R/3 a method for applying process mining to SAP R/3 Giessel
[3] asks the question How can process mining be applied in SAP R/3 environment?. In
the paper he tries to answer this main question by answering three different sub-questions
[3].
• 1. What is process mining?
• 2. What is SAP R/3?
• 3. How can process mining be applied to SAP R/3?
A method was proposed for applying process mining to SAP R/3. The central functionality
of the developed method is the retrieval of the SAP document flow and the subsequent
conversion of this flow into the XML format. Van Giessel states three main issues in
retrieving the document flow. The first issue is to identify the relevant tables, that are
needed for data extraction. Additionally to the tables them self the relationships between
9
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the approach followed to discover an event log from a redo log.
Adapted from [38]

these need to be identified. The last issue is to find a task descriptor that is linked to
the corresponding document in SAP. One key to find the relevant tables are the business
objects [3].
The proposed method consists of two separate phases. In the first phase of the extraction
method, the relevant tables for the various business processes are searched for and the
relationships between them determined. This information serves as input for the second
phase. The second phase deals with the extraction of event data itself. It is further divided
into the steps 2A (Extract Data), 2B(Retrieve Document Flow) and 2C(Export to XML
format). For the simplification of the first phase the tool Table Finder[3] was developed.
Table Finder was developed to automate the process of determine the relevant tables for
process mining.
However, the tool Table Finder reached its limits when extracting the event data. It
was not possible to combine the same tasks in different tables and documents. Another
problem can be found in the confirmation of the SAP R/3 system. The method developed
by Giessel only refers to a predefined and preconfigured SAP R/3 system. For example,
virtually every SAP R/3 system consists of different modules and can be configured in any
way. Thus, the first phase of the tool must be executed once on each different instance of
SAP R/3.
Giessel therefore recommends to validate his developed method in other SAP R/3 systems.
Here he refers in particular to the first phase, since the second phase works analogously
for any SAP R/3 system. Overall, Giessel concluded that to successfully perform process
mining on an SAP R/3 system the document number, the task descriptors, the originator
10
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and the timing information needs to be extracted from the underlying databases. Furthermore,
Giessel noted that the key problem of data extraction is finding the tables relevant to the
process. The information of a task is scattered over many different tables and must be
laboriously combined. The most time-consuming part of data extraction is no longer the
search for the relevant tables, but the manual retrieval of the document flow.

Preprocessing Support for Large Scale Process Mining of SAP Transactions
As shown in Fig. 2.3, Ingvaldsen and Gulla [12] splitted their developed method for
construction of process instances into three single steps:
• 1. Extraction of business objects and their inter-relations.
• 2. Extraction of events and their relationships to business objects.
• 3. Identification of process instances by tracing dependency relationships between
events.
In their method Ingvaldsen and Gulla [12] basically use three different types of datasources,
which can be seen in the upper part of Fig. 2.3. All three datasources are part of the SAP
ERP System databases:
• 1. Transactional data - Information source for constructing event.
• 2. Master data - The information source for constructing business objects with
meaningful names.
• 3. Ontological data - Information source for interpreting events at the system level.
Combined with meta-descriptions, which need to be entered by the user, their developed
Model Buildes, combines these three data sources and is able to extract meaningful process
instances [12].
Ingvaldsen and Gulla tested their method for preprocessing support on two SAP Systems
and used it for process mining. The SAP Systems were deployed at the Norwegian
Agricultural and Marketing Cooperative and Nidar (producer and distributor of cholocate
and sweets)[12]. They found out, that the preprocessing support is especially valuable
when longer process chains need to be mined and there is a large number of entries in the
underlying tables is large [12].
All in all, Ingvaldsen and Gulla [12] concluded that applying process mining to SAP has
both good and very challenging aspects. They were able to significantly reduce the time
needed for the preprocessing phase and to support the user efficiently. However, although
all the data (transactional, master and ontological data) needed to extract meaningful
process models are available in the underlying SAP database, the transactions could not
be mapped directly to the tasks. It was not possible to map the extracted transaction
flows to the defined processes in the SAP reference model.

An Event Data Extraction Approach from SAP ERP for Process Mining
Another method of data extraction from an SAP ERP system is presented by Berti, Park
and van der Aalst [6] in their paper An Event Data Extraction Approach from SAP ERP for
Process Mining. The extracted data is then used for process mining application. In their
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Figure 2.3: The three-step-process for constructing process instances. The data flow is
represented with arrows. Adapted from [12]

proposed approach, they rely on an object-centric event log approach. This can be used
to efficiently describe the executions of business processes stored in ERP systems.

As shown in Fig. 2.4 the developed method is based on two phases. In the first phase, the
Graph of Relations (GoR) is generated. The second phase revolves around the extraction
of the object centric event logs (OCEL). The GoR is a graph which describes the tables
relevant for the business processes. Based on the GoR, the object-centric event data is
extracted from the SAP ERP system in the next step. For this purpose, the relevant
tables identified for a process and ordered in a GoR are preprocessed. The next step is
to define the activity concepts that are relevant for the selected business processes. The
previously identified relevant tables are used for this purpose. The last step extracts the
event data from the relevant tables based on the activity concepts.
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Figure 2.4: Two Phase Object-Centric Data Extraction Approach. Adapted from [6]

In the later course of their work, Berti et al. evaluate the feasibility of the proposed
approach. For this purpose, they developed a tool that implements this approach and
performed case studies with a real SAP ERP system [6].

Mining of ad-hoc business processes with TeamLog
Dustdar, Hoffmann and Van der Aalst [22] proposed another tool that supports the user
in the pre-processing phase. The developed extraction tool is named TeamLog. TeamLog
supports the pre-processing of event logs from process aware collaboration system. The
extracted event data is provided by TeamLog in the form of an XML file, which was
further processed and analyzed using the process mining application Enhanced Mining
Tool (EMiT [39]) [22].

Process Mining for Business Process Standardization in ERP
Implementation Projects - An SAP S/4 HANA Case Study
from Manufacturing
In [24] the experiences of a process mining case study on SAP ERP databases are presented.
The case study was conducted in a manufacturing company. The case study consisted of
the test use of process mining to analyse the purchase-to-pay and order-to-cash processes.
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A case study on the application of process mining in combination with
journal entry tests for financial auditing
Stephan, Lahann and Fetke [25] also present a case study on the use of process mining
in the area of SAP ERP systems. In the course of the paper, they give a description of
the purchase-to-pay process and show how it is carried out in a current SAP environment.
Afterwards, the required methods for a successful event log extraction are listed.

Process mining : construction of an event log and process discovery
within a return-order process
In their master thesis Touiti and Sand [40] analysed the extracted SAP data of a automotive
part producer. As one result of their work, they propose a six-step guide towards a
complete event log. This event log aims to visualize and analyze the return-process of
sales orders. In their analysis they describe an approach which identifies and separates
multiple process instances and events. These are combined with timestamps and extracted
activities. The extracted event log is enriched with additional event data.
Touiti and Sand also emphasize the need to understand the data that is stored in the
underlying system before extracting event logs and perform analysis with process mining
on them. In their thesis they give a explanation which data is connected via foreign
and primary keys. Additionally they show how these key relationships enable the user to
connect the data from multiple tables to construct the event log. This again emphasises
the need for an easier way to retrieve and visualize these relationships and enable the user
to gain a deeper understanding of the data connections behind the SAP system.
In Table 2.1 the relevant tables for the Order-to-Cash process can be seen, that are
proposed by Touiti and Sand.

CDHDR
MKPF

LTAP
VBAK

MSEG
VBFA

Order to Cash Tables
VBAP VBEP VBUK
VBUP VBRP VTTP

VBRK
LIPS

VTTK
CDPOS

LIKP
LTAK

Table 2.1: Relevant tables for the Order-to-Cash process. [40]

In Fig. 2.5 the connections between the different tables can be seen. All informations
around sales orders are stored in the VBAK and VBAP tables. the VBAK table is the
header table and VBAP the item table, which contains items in a specific sales order
[40].
For deliveries they identify the LIKP and LIPS tables as main tables. In this case the
LIKP table is the header table and the LIPS table is the item table. The same distinction
goes for billing documents with the header data in the VBRK table and the item data in
the VBRP table. [40] As we can see here the knowledge of a domain expert is needed to
correspond these tables with the different document types. This is one of the challenges
this master thesis wants to tackle. For that reason the connections like these are stored
in a graph database.
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Figure 2.5: Relevant SAP Tables for Order to Cash Process. Adapted from [40]

Event Log Extraction from SAP ECC 6.0
In his master thesis Event Log Extraction from SAP ECC 6.0 [2] Piessens proposed a
method that guides the reader through an event log extraction from a SAP ECC 6.0
instance. The thesis is done at Futura Process Intelligence. The proposed method is split
in two phases. First the pre-processing phase, which is followed by the actual event
log extraction. One important part of the method is the table-case mapping, which
represent the case in an event log. The mappings are computed automatically by using
the foreign key relationships of the underlying relational database. Additionally a method
for incremental updates was developed. This method enable the system to incrementally
update the extracted event logs with new events.

Vorbereitung von SAP Event Logs für Process Mining mit ProM
In their paper Preparation of SAP Event Logs for Process Mining with ProM [41], Krebs
et al. take an exemplary look at the purchasing process of a telecommunications company
and analyse it. For this purpose, the generated log data for process execution is extracted
from an SAP system. They also identify the broad distribution of data across several
tables within SAP as one of the biggest challenges.

Continuous Event Log Extraction for Process Mining
Another interesting approach is presented by Selig [42]. In his thesis he also recognizes the
challenge to extract event logs from ERP systems like SAP. In the course of the thesis a
purchasing process is extracted from a SAP ERP. The outcome of the thesis is a solution
that supports continuous event extraction from SAP ERP systems.
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2.4

Process Mining with Graph Databases

In his PhD thesis, Loman [43] moves the storage of an event log from conventional storage
methods to a graph database. Specifically, into a Neo4J graph database [44]. The PhD
thesis implements recurrent process mining based on live data in the graph database
Neo4J. The aim of the PhD thesis is to compare the performance of conventional process
mining methods and the proposed method based on the graph database Neo4J. For this
purpose, the performance for the processes of inserting, deleting and retrieving event data
was determined and compared.
Overall, Loman concluded that traditional databases generally performed better. However,
Loman also concluded in the paper that process mining with graph databases offers other
advantages. While traditional databases performed better in terms of insertion of new
events and process mining time in general, Neo4J seemed to have an advantage when the
average retrieval time of all activities was taken into account. Furthermore, Neo4J has an
advantage in terms of flexibility in storing and retrieving records.
Esser and Fahland [45, 46] propose the use of graph databases to store object-centric logs.
In [45] they report on a exploratory use case study to store multi-dimensional event data in
labeled property graphs. They stored the labeled property graphs in the graph database
Neo4J [44]. The querying language Cypher is used to query the graph. The general
data model to store multi-dimensional event data based on labeled property graphs is
proposed in [46]. The use of the graph database Neo4J allows storing structural and
temporal relations in a single, integrated graph-based data structure. The proposed data
model gives the approach a systematic way for storing the data. The object-centric log is
stored in the graph by creating nodes for the events, objects, object types, attributes of
the event log. Different relationship-types are proposed to interconnect the different node
types.

2.5

How does this Master’s thesis fit into the bigger picture?

This master’s thesis builds on the knowledge already gained and presents a tool that
enables users to gain a deeper insight into their SAP ERP system. The tool links
the individual tables with each other and thus shows the user the connections between
different processes. By using object-centric data extraction, different views of the extracted
event data are maintained. Overall, this master thesis tries to improve the usability and
scalability of data extraction tools for SAP ERPs by using graph databases. The developed
tool strongly relies on the results presented in [6].
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Preliminaries
The following chapter introduces the technologies and tools used to create this thesis and
explains their use in the prototype developed. In the first part of the chapter a short
introduction to process mining in general, followed by an excursion into object-centric
process mining is given. In the following part of the chapter the concepts of relations
databases are explained. Section 3.3 shows the advantages in ERP Systems and introduce
the SAP ERP system. Additionally an overview of the underlying database management
system used in SAP is given.
The SAP ERP system and the graph database Neo4J provide the basis for the method
developed in this thesis for transfering the SAP database into a labeled property graph
model and identifying the tables which can be used for extracting event logs. These
systems provide the starting point for a new approach to identity relevant tables used for
process mining on SAP ERP systems.

3.1

Process Mining

The field of process mining is a research field in the area of data science [6, 7], which has
emerged over the last decade. It is continuously gaining in importance [7]. Process mining
in general focuses on the analysis and collection of event data to enable companies and
institutions to better understand and ideally optimise their processes. So in contrast to
most existing approaches it is process centric instead of data centric [7]. An important
part of this is the use of existing event logs, which are available in all kinds of information
systems [10, 10]. These information systems can be for example ERP systems, as will be
shown later. In contrast to classical data mining techniques, process mining is not only
concerned with the analysis of a single process step, but is also able to describe and analyse
entire processes from start to finish. Also it tries to extract the processes based on facts,
instead of creating the models by hand, like in traditional Business Process Management
[7, 47].
Process Mining always start with some kind of event log. As can be seen in Fig. 3.1,
an event log is a list recorded events, that contain information on how the process has
evolved [7, 37]. This can be messages, transactions, etc that are generated by information
systems while executing a business process. Event logs is build up from a sequence of
events grouped into cases [45]. So each record of the event log refers to an activity (one
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single defined step in an existing process). This activity is part of a specific case (One
process Instance) [7, 45]. So each event can be uniquely identified by the activity and the
case identifier [7, 45].

Figure 3.1: Overview of the process mining types discovery, conformance checking and
enhancement. [7]

Additionally to the activity and the case id, events can be recorded so they have a
timestamp (or at least an ordering attribute) to describe which process step was executed
with that event and when this took place [7, 45]. Next to the already defined record
properties, each event has an originator. The originator is the person or the resource that
is executing or initiating the activity [48]. Table 3.1 shows an example event log. The
displayed event log contains 12 events, three activities and four different users. As shown
in Fig. 3.1 process mining is divided in three major techniques starting from the event log.
The process discovery, the so called conformance checking and the process enhancement
[7, 9, 10]. Process model discovery is the so-called Process Discovery [7, 10] technique.
Based on an existing event log the process model is discovered without using any a-priori
information [6, 10]. In traditional Business Process Management (BPM) techniques the
process model is discovered by hand and not based on facts and existing event logs.
With the ever increasing availability of captured event data and new process discovery
techniques, the quality of process analysis [10] is also increasing [7].
Another important task in process mining is to check whether the observed behaviour
corresponds to the discovered model. This is called conformance checking [7, 49]. Conformance
checking can be used to check the quality and fitness of discovered process model. Additionally
conformance checking can be used to identify deviating cases and what different cases
have in common. The conformance stage is the starting point for the model enhancement
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[7, 49].

Case Id
case
case
case
case
case
case
case
case
case
case
case
case

1
2
3
1
1
2
3
2
2
3
2
3

An example Event Log
Activity Id
User
Create Order
Create Order
Create Order
Cancel Order
Comment Cancellation
Workstep 1
Workstep 1
Workstep 2
Pack Order
Pack Order
Ship Order
Ship Order

Peter
Eike
John
Peter
Peter
Eike
Eike
Sue
Samuel
Eike
Samuel
Eike

Timestamp
2021-12-04
2021-12-04
2021-12-06
2021-12-07
2021-12-07
2021-12-07
2021-12-06
2021-12-07
2021-12-07
2021-12-08
2021-12-08
2021-12-09

15:00
15:00
12:22
08:02
08:10
11:15
11:42
11:56
12:07
14:15
15:06
06:38

Table 3.1: Example Event Log

The last process mining research field is the process enhancement. In this step the insights
from process discovery and conformance checking are used to improve the discovered
processes. The goal is to overlap the real processes with the modeled processes [7].

3.1.1

Extensible event stream (XES) logs

As mentioned earlier, the number of systems that capture and store event data continues
to grow [7]. With this increase in available event data comes the need for a standardised
exchange format [16]. This format is used, among other things, to be able to combine the
captured event data from different systems and to transfer it between different systems.
The Extensible event stream (XES) [37] standard defines a grammar for a tag-based
language that enables a uniform and extensible capture of events [37]. This standard
contains an XML schema that describes the structure of an XES event log [37]. The XES
event log format is the official IEEE standard to store event logs [16]. By using a uniform
exchange format, event logs can be extracted from information systems and processed
further. This makes it possible to analyse event logs of an information system in special
process analysis tools. Currently, a wide range of commercial process mining tools support
the XES event log format [16].

3.1.2

Object Centric Process Mining

One problem with traditional process mining is the availability of event data that uses a
single case notion. Although there are so-called process-aware information systems that use
a single case notion to group individual events, a large part of the collected data is managed
in other information systems. Process-aware information systems include BPM or WFM
systems. These systems are able to provide event logs directly. Examples of information
systems that do not necessarily follow this approach are Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) or ERP systems. [16, 33] These systems are used to map central business functions
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such as procurement, production, sales, delivery, finance, etc. These systems are objectcentric. This means that the events themselves are not recorded, but only the objects
themselves [33]. For this purpose, information systems usually rely on relational databases
with hundreds of tables in which orders, deliveries or invoices are stored and managed as
individual entries [33]. Objects are then just those orders, deliveries, invoices, etc. In this
way, the same data can be viewed with different case notions in ERP systems. For example,
in a procure-to-pay process, each individual item of the order, the delivery, the invoice or
the payment can be used as a case notion. [6] The individual events are only implicitly
stored in information systems and can be subsequently read out by using redologs or other
database functions [20, 33].
Fig. 3.2 shows an example of a Diretly-Follows Multigraph [16] which was created on the
basis of an object-centric event log. There you can see different traces, which are oriented
on the object types order, item and package.

Figure 3.2: Directly-Follows Multigraph (DFM) learned from an object-centric event log
for the object types order, item, and package. [16]

3.1.3

eXtensible Object-Centric (XOC) log

The XES format is not suited for object-centric event logs. Besides the XES event log
format, the eXtensible Object-Centric (XOC) [33] event log format has been proposed to
work with object-centric event logs. In this format, each event is assigned to an object [33].
An example for such an event log can be seen in Table 3.2. This event log contains the
same entries as the event log in Table 3.1, but each entry is directly assigned to an object.
This enables the storage of object-centric data sets, like entries of a table of a relational
database and in comparison to the XES format no case identifier is needed [33]. These
tables can have both one-to-many and many-to-many relations [16]. This enables the
XOC format to map the changes in the database without needing a case notion [16]. All
columns of an entry can be stored as attributes of an object to provide further information
[33]. One problem with the format is the size of the event logs [16].
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Case Id
...
case
case
case
case

1
2
3
1

case 1
case
case
case
case
case
case
case
...

2
3
2
2
3
2
3

Activity Id
...
Create Order
Create Order
Create Order
Cancel Order
Comment
Cancellation
Workstep 1
Workstep 1
Workstep 2
Pack Items
Pack Items
Ship Package
Ship Package
...

An example Event Log
Timestamp
Order

Item

Package

Delivery

15:00
15:00
12:22
08:02

...
{o1 }
{o2 }
{o3 }
{o1 }

...
{i1 }
{i2 , i3 }
{i4 }
{i1 , i2 }

...
∅
∅
∅
∅

...
∅
∅
∅
∅

2021-12-07 08:10

{o1 }

∅

∅

∅

2021-12-07
2021-12-06
2021-12-07
2021-12-07
2021-12-08
2021-12-08
2021-12-09
...

{o2 }
{o3 }
{o2 }
∅
∅
∅
∅
...

{i2 }
{i4 }
{i3 }
{i2 , i3 }
{i4 }
∅
∅
...

∅
∅
∅
{p1 }
{p2 }
{p1 }
{p2 }
...

∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
{d1 }
{d2 }
...

...
2021-12-04
2021-12-04
2021-12-06
2021-12-07

11:15
11:42
11:56
12:07
14:15
15:06
06:38

Table 3.2: Example Object Centric Event Log

3.2

Relational Databases

The concept of relational databases was proposed by E. F. Codd in 1970 [50]. This type of
digital database is based on the relational model of data. The relational model organizes
the data in one ore more tables, that consists of multiple columns and rows. Each row
can be identified by unique key and contains one so called record. This unique key is in
most cases a single numerical field or a combination of several numerical fields within the
table [40]. The table columns represent the attributes for each record. With the entity
type of a table it is possible to define the content of the table and what each record in
the table represents. For example a user table contains many record of the type User
and the columns of the record row contain attributes for the user. The rows of one table
can be linked to rows in other tables by using foreign keys. Foreign Keys are columns
that refer to the unique key of the corresponding record in the other table [40, 51]. For
example the table Order contains order records that have an unique order Id and one order
corresponds to multiple order items. The relationship between the order table and the
order item table is of type one-to-many.Arbitrary complex relationships can be represented
with that concept.
Database Management System (DBMS) are used to manage databases. If the underlying
database model is relational, the extension Relational Database Management System
(RDBMS) is used [52]. Such systems are offered by different vendors, like Microsoft’s SQL
server [53], Oracle RDBMS [51], MySQL [54], PostgreSQL [55] etc. All of the available
systems enable the user to store data according to a given data model [20].

3.2.1

Redo Logs

Most of the previously mentioned data base management systems, such as Oracle RDBMS,
MySQL and Microsoft SQL Server, save any changes in the data(insertions, updates,
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deletions) [20]. For this purpose, a so-called redo log is maintained [20]. This log stores
all operations that were used to store data within the database, to edit entries of a table
or to delete entries. Each entry of the redo log thus corresponds to exactly one executed
operation [38]. With the help of the redo log one could trace which changes have taken
place and when, and a history of all entries can be created [20]. Each transaction in the
redo log is represented as an SQL statement. In addition, the operation (insert, delete,
and update), the columns processed and the values affected are recorded. To track the
time of the operation, the timestamp of the transaction is appended to the end of the
entry [38].
Listing 3.1 shows an extract from a redo log as an example. At the beginning of each line
is the operation performed. For example, on the eighth of February at 11:22 a user with
the name ’Peter’ and the ID ’86’ was created in the table ’USERS’. Subsequently, the ID of
a certain entry was updated in the table ’ADDRESS’. The last entry of the excerpt shows
an example of a deleted entry. In this case, the user with the ID ’32’ was removed.
insert into "System" . "USERS" (ID, NAME) values ('86', 'Peter') AAAT
; 08-FEB-2022 11:22:36
update "System" . "ADDRESS" set "ID"='24' where "POSTALCODE"='51766'
and "STREETNAME" = 'Thueringer' ; 12-MAR-2022 08:01:24
delete from "SYSTEM" . "USERS" where "ID" = '32' ; 12-MAR-2022
11:09:07

Listing 3.1: Example redo log on user data.

3.3

Enterprise resource planning(ERP) Systems

Enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems are used for the management of main business
processes and to integrate and coordinate information in every area of the business [56].
Often this is done in real time and with the use of software and technology. ERP systems
are software that help companies collect, store, manage and interpret data from a wide
range of business activities [56]. ERP systems enable and improve the efficient operation of
business processes from a wide range of business areas. These include business areas such as
sales, marketing, manufacturing, logistics, accounting and human resources [57, 58].
A business process is a collection of activities which creates all kind of outputs that are
valuable for the user [59]. This can be for example reports and forecast. The outputs are
created by evaluating multiple inputs [59]. ERP systems are also used to track resources
such as finances, raw materials, personnel and production capacities. Furthermore, the
current status of business activities such as orders, purchase orders and payrolls can be
tracked. The use of ERP systems simplifies and increases the exchange of data between
business units [59].
The development and distribution of ERP system software is a huge market. In the early
phase ERP systems were focused on larger companies but over the years an increasing
amount of smaller companies started using them as well. In 2019 the global research
company Gartner stated, that ERP systems were one of the largest categories of enterprise
software spending [60].
In most cases ERP Systems use a single database, that is maintained by a database
management system.The database is often split into multiple different modules that support
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various functions that are needed in an organization [61, 62]. Due to the wide division
of the ERP system, the data sets for business objects (e.g. documents) are divided into
many different tables and must first be merged again for an evaluation [13]. The ERP
system itself can be either installed in a local environment or in the cloud. The usage of
cloud-based solutions has increased in recent years [57].

3.3.1

SAP - Enterprise Resource Planning

The basis for this master thesis is an SAP ERP system. Therefore, a brief overview of
the SAP ERP system is given below and the central functionalities are examined in more
detail. This includes, among other things, the structure of the data base management
system behind the SAP ERP system. The SAP system used in this thesis is an SAP ECC
system.
SAP ERP is an enterprise resource planning system, that is offered by the same-named
company SAP SE [3–5]. SAP is one of the most used ERP Systems worldwide. SAP aims
to be the standard software to integrate all business processes [3]. Like stated earlier it
has a worldwide market share of over 25% and is present in most companies and across
all different industries, like chemicals, pharmaceuticals and other process industries [4, 5].
More than 80% of the Fortune 500 multionationals ’run’ on SAP, which makes it the de
facto standard ERP System and is an essential part of operation [3].
Some typical business processes included in SAP ERP are
• Operations (Sales & Distribution, Materials Management, Production Planning,
Logistics, Quality),
• Financials (Accounting, Management, Supply Chain Management Finance),
• Human Resources
• Corporate Services (Travel, Environment, Health and Safety). [58, 63]
Based on this subdivision of business processes, SAP ECC is divided into various functional
modules that cover these sub-areas of a company. In Fig. 3.3 some of the most used
modules are listed. These include, for example, the frequently used Financials (FI)
and Controlling (CO) module. Other modules are Human Resources (HR), Materials
Management (MM), Sales & Distribution (SD), and Plant Maintenance(PM). SAP R/3
provides a bandwith of almost 1000 predefines business process across all the functional
modules [58]. Each module manages the business unit for which it was developed, but
is closely linked to the other modules. This can be for example an invoice that passes
through Sales to the accounting module [64].
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Figure 3.3: SAP Module Overview. Adapted from [65]
The SAP tables store the information for the document types that are created in the
different Business Areas and application modules. The task to extract the event logs from
them is not trivial as the information is spread over thousands of tables within the SAP
ERP system [40].
In SAP a business process is the execution chain that is gone through while performing this
process [58]. During the execution the single steps can be part of different SAP modules
that are linked [58].
3.3.1.1

SAP Business Processes and Transactions

A key concept of SAP ERP is the so-called document flow [12]. In Fig. 3.4 the document
and the relevant entities and their relationships are introduced. A document represents
a business object, for example a purchasing document, a delivery or an order [6]. For
each transaction that a user makes, a document number is generated and stored for a
document that matches the task [3]. The SAP system provides the user with more than
10000 transactions [12]. A transaction is an SAP application that can be accessed via the
user interface. These applications can be accessed in SAP either via the hierarchy of the
user interface or via the unique code of the transaction [12, 42]. The so-called T-Code. This
T-Code can be used to access the performed activity. For example, transaction code ME21
can be used to create a purchase order [42]. More examples can be found in Table 3.9.
One or more tasks are executed in the course of a transaction. A task is an atomic
operation in the system [12, 66]. The unique document number serves as the identifier
of the generated document. In the course of a business process, several such documents
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are created and stored with their uniquely identifiable number and linked to each other.
These related document numbers are now the previously mentioned document flow. This
concept will be a key part of the data extraction for process mining on SAP ERP systems.
All entries in tables are representation of documents. This can be purchase requisition
documents, purchase order documents,... [42] So it can be said that the SAP ERP system
is aligned alongside the business documents and not along the business processes [42].
There is the need to pre-process the different tables to understand how an event log can
be created.

Figure 3.4: UML diagram showing the core entities in the document flow. Adapted from
[6]

3.3.1.2

Information- and databasestructure

This subsection gives an overview of the central concepts of data storage in an SAP system.
It is essential to get a picture of the data that is available in order to understand how the
different tables and documents relate to each other. This is the prerequisite for the concept
presented in Chapter 4 of transforming the SAP database structure into a graph database
and then searching for relevant tables for document types under consideration.
All the information that is generated when performing the business processes and using
the different transactions is stored in the underlying tables in the relational database. In
total, an SAP ERP system consists of more than 90,000 tables [3]. SAP distinguishes
three different types of data: master, control, and transaction data [58]. Master data
contains information like user names or addresses. In the control data sets technical and
system records are stored. The transactional data is the biggest part. Transactional data
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includes volatile and frequently used information, which is used in the daily business.
This can be customers, orders, deliveries and so on [58]. These types of data are stored in
different sets of tables. In this thesis, only the transactional and control data tables are
relevant. Each transaction performed by the user is stored in one or more transactional
tables. In Section 4.1 it is shown how the relationship between documents and tables can
be mapped in a graph database. In the group of transactional tables, two more types of
tables are distinguished. As can be seen in Fig. 3.4 there are master items and detail items
[6]. These are stored in so called master tables and detail tables. Master tables contain
a set of master items of the same type. Detail tables contain detail items of the same
type, which are assigned to a master item [6]. For example, the table EKKO contains
’purchase order master items’ and thus belongs to the group of master tables. The table
EKPO contains the corresponding ’purchase orders detail items’ and thus belongs to the
group of detail tables. The table EKPO is the detail table of the master table EKKO.
The concept of separating header and item entries is used across the whole SAP ERP [42].
The entries of header and item tables are connected via foreign key relations, which can
be found in the control data tables of the system. Each item, either master or detail item,
contains attributes which store information regarding the different documents. This can
be for example the amount of a delivery or the cost of an item. As can be seen in Fig. 3.4
each attribute belongs to a domain. The domain represents the type of information that
is stored in the corresponding attribute.
The control data tables also include information about the tables and the relations between
the tables. The table DD02L is a standard SAP table that stores information on all tables.
An example record can be found in Table 3.3.

Tabname
EKKO

Selected DD02V fields
DDLLanguage
DDText
E

APPLClass

Purchasing Document Header

ME

Table 3.3: Relevant fields from DD02V

Another interesting table are the Standard SAP tables DD03L and DD03T. DD03L is a
standard SAP Table which is used to store Table Fields data. The table DD03T contains
the language specific field description. The table DD03VV joins the information of both
tables [67]. This table can be used to extract relationships between tables [6]. Table 3.4
shows some important table fields and two example rows.

Tabname
EKPO
EKPO

Selected DD03VV fields
Fieldname Rollname Domname Keyflag
EBELN
BNFPO

EBELN
BNFPO

EBELN
BNFPO

x

Checktable
EKKO
EBAN

Table 3.4: Example entries and relevant fields from DD03VV

The table DBSTATTORA stores the entry count of all tables within SAP. [67] Table 3.5
shows a sample record from that table. In field ANDAT the last count date is stored
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and the field NROWS contains the number of entries in the corresponding table that is
identified by its name.
Selected DBSTATTORA fields
Tabname
ANDAT
NROWS
EKKO
MARA

20220209080908
20220209081420

15883
25317

Table 3.5: Example entries and relevant fields from DBSTATTORA

TCDOB (Objects for change document creation) and TCDOBT (Texts for objects for
change document creation) are standard SAP tables that store all available objects for
document creation. The available document types. It also contains information about the
relevant tables where the document information is stored [67]. The field Object ID is the
concatenation of the key fields of that table excluding the MANDT [6]. Table 3.6 shows
the stored creation tables for the Document type EINKBELEG (Purchasing Document).
There we can see the Object and the tables where entries for that document are created.
The column MULTCASE defines if multiple entries for one document can be created.
So we can see that only table EKKO has one entry per created document. The change
document tables CDHDR and CDPOS are explored in more detail in the next section.
TCDOB Sample Records
OBJECT
TABNAME MULTCASE
EINKBELEG
EINKBELEG
EINKBELEG
EINKBELEG
EINKBELEG
EINKBELEG
EINKBELEG
EINKBELEG

EKEK
EKES
EKET
EKKN
EKKO
EKPA
EKPO
KONVC

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Table 3.6: Example data from the Objects for change document creation table. (TCDOB
table)

3.3.1.3

Change Logs

As mentioned before, databases often provide so-called redo logs (Section 3.2.1). These
provide a history of all database changes. SAP systems also provide a similar system. Most
SAP systems manage so-called change tables. These tables are CDHDR and CDPOS.
The CDHDR table records all database changes in general and the CDPOS table records
the details of each change. Table 3.7 shows the recorded changes in CDHDR [33]. As
can be seen each entry has a Object Id, which is a concatenation of the primary keys
of the corresponding document. The field OBJECTCLAS contains the document type.
Additionally the username, so the name of the user who started the transaction, and the
TCode, which refers to the application view that was used to perform the transaction.
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Finally, each entry has two fields that are particularly relevant for process mining - a date
field (UDATE) and a time field (UTIME).

OBJECTCLAS

OBJECTID

EINKBELEG
VERKBELEG
VERKBELEG
BANF
ORDER
ORDER

4519166
0017373
0017411
0010043974
8002905699
8002905699

CDHDR Records
CHANGENR USERNAME
0001365531
0001382238
0001437747
0001458594
0001318576
0001319936

HUETT
BLACKM
BLACKM
CPMPM
CPM-PM
CPM-PM

TCODE

UDATE

UTIME

ME21N
VA02
VA02
ME52
CJ20N
CAT5

20150611
20150814
20160426
20170412
20141118
20141121

103120
115146
060130
131954
043831
054231

Table 3.7: Example data from the Change Document Header table. (CDHDR table)

OBJECTCLAS

OBJECTID

EINKBELEG
EINKBELEG
VERKBELEG
VERKBELEG
VERKBELEG
VERKBELEG

4500019166
4500019166
0000017373
0000017373
0000017373
0000017373

CDPOS Records
CHANGENR TABNAME
0001365531
0001365531
0001382238
0001382238
0001382238
0001382238

VALUE_NEW

EKKO
EKPA
VBAK
VBKD
VBKD
VBUK

VALUE_OLD

EDI
CFR
Palo Alto
C

A

Table 3.8: Example data from the Change Document Header table. (CDHDR table)
In addition to the change logs, the SAP database also provides other tables that contain
additional information about the transactions. The tables TSTC (Transaction Codes
Table) and TSTCT (Transaction Code Descriptions Table) contain descriptions of the
transactions [40, 67]. As seen in Table 3.9, the TEXT attribute contains a complete
textual description for each transaction. So in this example we see that every time a
transaction ME21N is performed, we know that a purchase order is created. The field
PGMNA contains the application name in which the transaction was executed. [67]

TCODE
ME21N
ME22N
ME57
MIRO
ME52N

SAP Transactions
PGMNA
RM_MEPO_GUI
RM_MEPO_GUI
RM06BZ00
SAPLMR1M
RM_MEREQ_GUI

TEXT

Create Purchase Order
Change Purchase Order
Assign and Process Requisitions
Enter Incoming Invoice
Change Purchase Requisition

Table 3.9: Example entries from Transaction Code tables (TSTC joined with TSTCT)
As explained before a business process is performed by performing multiple transactions.
In Fig. 3.5 the involved transactions codes for the procurement process can be seen.
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ME51N

ME21N

MIGO

MIRO

F53

Create
Purchase
Requisition

Create
Purchase Order

Receive Goods

Receive Invoice

Pay Invoice

Figure 3.5: Procurement process adapted from [42]

3.4

Graph Database

The following section gives an introduction to the basics of graph theory and which areas
of it are relevant for the implementation of this master thesis. A graph is a set of vertices
and edges [68, 69]. In other word a graph consists of a set of nodes, that are put in relation
to each other by relationships [68]. Graphs follow a very natural way of describing things
from our interconnect world [69]. Already back in 1774 Swiss mathematician Leohnard
Euler published his first paper on graph theory [69]. Entities are represented by nodes
and their connections between each other as relationships [68]. With that quite simple
and natural approach graphs can be used to model all kinds of scenarios. Be it the
construction plan of a space station, the rail network of a country, the production process
of a chemical company or any other complex systems and processes. They are extremely
useful in understanding a wide range of complex problems and data lakes in application
areas such as science, government and business [68].
The most used model of a graph is the so-called labeled property graph [68]. The labels are
used to group nodes into roles that they play in the graph. In the further course of this
work, reference will be made to the labelled property graph when graphs are used. More
graph models can be found in [68].
A labeled property graph is defined by the following characteristics:
• Consists of nodes and relationships
• Nodes contain properties which are an arbitrary number of key-value pairs
• Nodes can be labelled with one or more labels
• Relationships have names and are directed (always have start and end node)
• Relationships contain properties (key-value pairs)
Given the changing nature of data, relational databases, which have been the standard
of data storage for a long time, are not suitable for all current problems. In particular,
the relational model was no longer sufficient to implement some current applications [69].
Especially the rapid increase of applications based on a high number of relations (e.g.
social networks) favors storage models that are better suited for these applications [70, 71].
Due to the limitation of traditional databases, new technologies were developed. The
common goal of these new technologies was to solve problems, that the relational model
was not suitable for. NOSQL databases were developed. The word NOSQL represents all
these new storage technologies. One group of NOSQL database are the graph database
management systems or graph databases [70, 72]. Graph database management systems
are online database management systems that take care of the management of the graph
data model. These include standard Create, Read, Update and Delete (CRUD) methods
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that can retrieve and manipulate the graph data model [68, 69]. The previously introduced
Labelled Property Graphs are one of the data models used in Graph databases [68]. They
are very intuitive and easy to use. But although it is very easy to use, it can be used
to model most of the graph related problems. When in the following the language is of
graph databases, then a labelled property graph managed in the form of a graph database
is meant.
One of the available graph database management systems is Neo4J [44]. One of the goals
of Neo4J is to be graph database with a focus on the database part. So Neo4J delivers
full Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability (ACID [73]) support [69]. For the
implementation of the method developed in this master thesis and the implementation of
the extractor prototype, the Neo4J graph database was used.
Besides the possibility to model graph data quickly and easily, the use of graph databases
also offers the advantage of applying fast graph transversal operations. In the following,
Section 3.4.2 will once again place a special focus on these. Furthermore, existing graph
algorithms can be used. These include the page rank algorithm [74, 75] and the node rank
[75].

3.4.1

Graph Query Language Cypher

What the Structured Query Language (SQL) is to relational databases, Cypher is to
graph databases. Cypher is a graph database query language. It was originally developed
as part of Neo4J. In the meantime, however, it is used in a whole range of different
commercial products, industrial applications and research projects [45, 68, 76]. Cypher
was developed to retrieve data from labelled property graphs and enable the user (or all
sorts of applications) to find data that matches a given pattern [68, 76]. It is an ideal way
to describe and model graph structures and networks. From the very beginning of the
development process, care was taken to design the query language in such a way that it is
easy to read and understand. And that by developers, database specialists and business
stakeholders alike [68]. Other examples for graph querying languages are RDF query
language SPARQL [77] and the path-based query language Gremlin [78]. Both of them
are also supported by Neo4J. As described before Cypher enables the user and applications
to retrieve data that matches some given pattern. Pattern matching is a central concept of
Cypher. The patterns themselves are represented in Cypher in the form of ASCII strings,
such as (a) − [r]− > (b) [76]. Another example for such a pattern can be found in Fig. 3.6.
In the given example we have four nodes and three relationships. The nodes are labelled
with two different labels and the relationships are of two different relationship types. For
the nodes we have the labels MOVIE and PERSON. The relationships are either of the
type ACTED_IN or DIRECTED. The corresponding cypher pattern, that can be found
in listing 3.2, to find that exact set of nodes and relationships is very intuitive. So it can be
seen that the Person Jesse Eisenberg is acting in both movie "Now you see me" and "The
Social Network". Additionally we see that the movie "The Social Network" is directed by
the person David Fincher.
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Figure 3.6: Example Graph with movies and persons.

(movie1:MOVIE {name:'Now You See Me'})<-[:ACTED_IN]-(jesse:PERSON {
name:'Jesse Eisenberg'})
-[:ACTED_IN]->(movie2:MOVIE {name:'The Social Network'})
<-[:DIRECTED]-(david:PERSON {name: 'David Fincher'})

Listing 3.2: Cypher Pattern to describe given graph.
Cypher itself consists of different clauses. In the following the most important for this
master thesis are explained. These are the clauses that will be used throughout the whole
method and implementation. A list of all clauses that can be used in Cypher can be found
in [68].
One of the most used clauses is the MATCH clause [68]. It is the main part of most Cypher
queries. The MATCH clause indicates the start of a following pattern. The MATCH
clause introduces new rows with bindings of the matched instances of the pattern in the
queried graph [76]. In a Cypher query multiple matches can be used. With the WHERE
clause we can filter the matching results. As can be seen in listing 3.3 the results are
filtered for only the results that include a movie with the given name [68].
MATCH (actor:PERSON)-[:ACTED_IN]->(movie:MOVIE)<-[:DIRECTED]-(
director:PERSON)
WHERE movie.Name = 'The Social Network'
RETURN actor, movie, director

Listing 3.3: Cypher Pattern to return the actors and directors of a given movie.
Another important clause is the RETURN clause. Each Cypher needs a return and the
RETURN clause is one of the possible returns. It specifies nodes, relationships, and
properties in the matched data should be returned to the user or application. So in the
example Cypher query in listing 3.3 the nodes for all actors and all directors of the found
movies will be returned.

3.4.2

Performance

One of the most important reasons for using a graph database instead of other NOSQL
databases or relational databases is the difference in performance when it comes to processing
and storing related data. An important performance factor here is the cost-intensive JOIN
SQL queries on conventional relational databases. In a relational database, data is usually
distributed in several tables. For example, there is a table with actors, a table with films
and a table that sets both in relation to each other. To retrieve the data, this information
must be combined using a JOIN SQL query. The performance of JOIN SQL queries
deteriorates significantly with larger amounts of data. When using a graph database for
similar queries, the performance remains almost constant [68, 69]. This is partly due
to the fact that Cypher queries are only executed on a part of the graph and thus the
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execution time of a query does not grow proportionally to the total size of the graph, but
only proportionally to the size of the graph traversed.
An example of the performance differences can be found in Table 3.10 and Table 3.11.
Here, the execution times of an SQL query and a Cypher query for the same data are
compared in terms of execution time and number of results. Both queries are executed on
a relatively small data set consisting of 1000 users. The aim is to map a classic feature
of a social network - the search for friends of friends. The search depth was adjusted in
various runs. In the database used, each user is friends with an average of 50 other users.
The relational database consists of two tables: A table of users with 1000 entries and a
table of friendships between users with 1000 ∗ 50 = 50000 entries [69].
SQL Query Execution Times Social Network
Depth SQL Execution time SQL Result Count
2
3
4
5

0.016
30.267
1543.505
Not finished

2500
125000
600000
-

Table 3.10: SQL Query Execution Time. Taken from [69]

Cypher Query Execution Times Social Network
Depth Cypher Execution Time Cypher Result Count
2
3
4
5

0.01
0.168
1.359
2.132

2500
110000
600000
800000

Table 3.11: Cypher Queries Execution Times. Taken from [69]

As can be seen in Table 3.10, a search for friend friends of depth four already takes more
than 1500 seconds. The same search can be performed in a graph database in almost
constant time using the Cypher Query Language (see Table 3.11). The problem here lies
in the JOIN operations of the relational database. To find more friends of a friend in an
increased depth, another JOIN operation is needed with each further depth. Thus, for a
search depth of four, the database engine of a relational database must build the Cartesian
product of the friend relationship table four times. This results in an answer with 500004
rows. From this answer, 99% are discarded to get the 1000 relevant entries. The graph
database can use the graph traversal operation for the same task. Graph traversal [79–
81] is the process of visiting a set of vertices in the graph by moving between vertices
connected by relationships. The two best-known graph traversal algorithms are depthfirst and breadth-first search. Only the data that is needed is traversed and therefore
no operation is performed on the entire data set as is the case in relational databases
[69]. And, although the general performance of computing, processors and networks is
constantly improving, the performance of relational database applications decreases as
the amount of data increases. This is partly due to queries that retrieve relations between
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records [82]. Most of the data sets in this work are based on their connection to each other.
By using a graph database, it is possible to store and manage the data more efficiently and
easily. Besides the enormous performance on connected data, the graph database offers
the possibility to visualise the data quickly and easily.

3.4.3

Clustering and Classification

Clustering and classification are both fundamental tasks in Data Mining. The idea of
clustering is to group data entries into grouped subset. Items in the same subset are
similar and items in different subsets are different from each other [83].

3.4.4

PageRank Algorithm and Node Degree

Two famous graph algorithms that are used in this thesis are the PageRank algorithm
[74] and the node degree. The PageRank algorithm was first introduced by Larry Page in
1999. Originally it was designed to approximate the overall relative performance of web
pages. For this purpose, a ranking of the websites was calculated based on the graph of
the web. PageRank is use in applications like Search Engines, web browsing and also other
non web related applications like traffic estimation [74]. And in this case to approximate
the importance of SAP tables and document types.
The PageRage algorithm returns a probability distribution of how likely a person is to
land on a particular web page. It is assumed that this person chooses the link to the next
web page at random. It is irrelevant how large the number of websites is for which this
distribution is calculated. The calculation is done in iterative runs of the network. In
each run, the PageRank values are adjusted and approximated to the theoretically real
probability. A probability is in a value range between 0 and 1. A value of 0.5 means as
the 50% probability that something is true [74].
As mentioned before, each node in a directed graph has a set of outgoing and incoming
edges. In PageRank, edges that refer to themselves are ignored and multiple edges that
refer to the same node are counted as a single edge. Initally each node gets the same
PageRank value. Let the nodes of the graph be v(G), then we have as initial PageRank
value.

P Rint =

1
|v(G)|

Each iteration the PageRank value of a node is equally divided by each outgoing connection.
So we have as PageRank value for a node n with the set N (n) (set containing page pointing
to node n) and L(v) (number of links pointing from page v ):

P R(n) =

P R(v)
L(v)
v∈N (u)
X

The degree of a node takes edges of both directions into account. So we have the number
of outgoing connections and the number of in going edges. A self loop counts 2 on the
node degree for both ends of the edge [84].
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We denote the degree of a node n with deg(n), the outgoing edges with δ − (n) and the in
going edges with δ + (n):
deg(n) = δ − (n) + δ + (n)

3.5

Application Programming Interface

An application programming interface (API) is an interface or communication protocol
that facilitates communication between a user and a server or a server and a server. It
is often described as a contract between the user and the server. This contract specifies
the format in which the user makes a request and how the server responds to it [85].
More generally, an API provides a set of data and functionalities to facilitate interaction
between computer programs with each other and with servers and to enable faster exchange
of information [86].

Figure 3.7: REST API Overview
There are different types of programming interfaces such as SOAP [87], OData [88]
or „Representational State Transfer“ (REST) [89]. Probably the best known of these
interfaces is the REST interface [89]. The SAP Extractor Prototype presented in this
paper uses a REST API interface to access the graph database on the server.
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Graph Encoding
In Chapter 3 it can be seen that data stored in SAP system is spread across many different
tables. Other works and papers reviewed in Chapter 2 have also identified this as one of
the biggest challenges of process mining on SAP systems. Thus, although all the necessary
data is available for the application of process mining, the relevant tables must first be
identified and the relationships between them revealed. Existing systems rely on preexisting know-how and on the user’s subconscious. There is a particular interest in further
approaches which support the user in this process and automatically create connections
between tables in order to compile all the necessary information.
In this chapter an encoding strategy based on a labeled property graph is proposed. The
concept of labeled property graphs is introduced in Section 3.4. The proposed method is
able to read and process the available data, metadata and structures of the existing SAP
ERP system and transform it into a labeled property graph model. This enables the user
to draw further insights from the graph network. The available metadata contains the
tables and document types stored in the ERP system and the relationship between them.
This new structure allows the user to gain a deeper understanding of the relationships
between different document types themselves and the tables in which the changes to them
are stored. The proposed model allows the user to explore the structure of the SAP system
in a new, very efficient and intuitive way.
As stated earlier a key technology behind the proposed methodology is the usage of labelled
graph models previously introduced in Chapter 3. These are stored and managed in
a Neo4J graph database. With the help of the labelled graph model, an approach is
presented that is able to solve the previously described challenges and the central research
questions of this thesis. The chapter is divided into several sections. At the beginning, a
short list of the existing data, metadata and structures is given. Afterwards it is shown
how the data of the SAP system can be transferred into the proposed labeled graph model.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.1, the proposed method is divided into three phases. In phase
one, the "Extract, Transform and Load" (ETL) phase, the metadata available in the SAP
ERP is extracted and transformed into a labeled graph model. Phase one is divided into
four individual steps, which are described in more detail later in the chapter. The output
of the first phase is a graph database that contains the structure of the SAP system.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the three phases

Building on the results of the first phase, further properties are added to the node elements
in the second phase. Among other things, the previously introduced graph algorithms such
as the page rank and the node rank algorithm are executed and the results are added to
the nodes as their own properties. In addition, a classification of the tables is carried
out in the second phase: a distinction is made between detail tables and record tables.
The result of the second phase is a labelled property graph, which provides the user with
a human-readable visualisation of the SAP system. This makes it easier and faster to
understand and discover connections within the system and between different document
types.

Phase three uses the labelled graph model previously stored in the graph database. It
is part of the SAP Extractor Prototype developed in the course of this work. The
developed extractor is able to search for and output interesting and relevant relations
to given document types. The output now contains a sub network of the graph model.
This sub network consists only of tables and other document types that are related to the
searched document type. The exact behaviour and structure of the use of the graph model
is further explained in Section 4.3. The result of the third phase is an object-centric event
log (Section 3.1.2), which is extracted from the underlying SAP ERP using the previously
identified tables, as can be seen in Fig. 4.1.
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4.1

Extract, Transform and Load SAP Metadata

This section is concerned with the structure of the underlying SAP ERP System and how
this structure can be transformed into a labeled graph model. It is essential to gain an
understanding of the data, before extract the given structures and transfer them in a
graph based network structure. All these actions are part of the first phase of the method
- the Extract, Transform and Load phase (ETL). In the first part of the following section
the used node and relationship labels are introduced. These labels are then used in the
following work steps of the ETL phase. Figure 4.2 shows the different steps of phase
one. With each step in the workflow the graph model is enriched with more data and
interconnections coming from the SAP database system. In the first step of phase one
all tables and document types of the underlying SAP ERP database are extracted and
saved as nodes. The second step enriches the table and object type nodes with relational
information. In the next two steps first the primary keys are extracted and added to the
graph model and the additionally the event and resource fields are extracted and added.
In the following section each step is explained in detail. For this purpose, it is shown
which tables and table columns are used for the extraction of which node type. Beside
the main steps of phase one, nodes for transaction codes and application classes and their
relationships to the already added nodes are created.

Figure 4.2: Worksteps Phase 1

4.1.1

Mapping SAP Elements to the graph network structure

A crucial part of this method is the mapping of the extracted SAP metadata to the graph
database. This is an ad-hoc graph model that was developed to map the SAP metadata.
From Section 3.4 we know that a graph network is build from nodes and the relationships
between them. Each node and relationship can be labeled by different node labels. This
labeling will later be used to distinguish between different types of SAP elements like
tables, object types and keys.
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Tables
Object Types
Primary Keys
Foreign Keys
SAP ERP Database

Fields

Graph
Database

Application Class
Transaction Codes
Domains

Figure 4.3: Extracted elements from SAP
Fig. 4.3 shows the different entities that are extracted and transformed in the mapping
phase. This includes tables, document types, primary keys, foreign keys, fields (and the
tables they are checked in), application classes and transaction codes. The proposed SAP
metadata extractor transforms the extracted data to a labeled graph model and loads it
in form of nodes and relationships into the given graph database. For each element that is
extracted from the SAP ERP database, one node label is created. Additionally the label
SAP is used generally to separate the nodes imported from different ERP or database
systems in the future.

T-CODE

0..1

OBJECT

DOMAIN

1..*
1
1

APPLICATIONCLASS

0..1

IS_CHANGED_IN
0..1

1

IS_ENTITYTAB_OF

IS_IN_DOMAIN

IS_CREATED_IN
0..*

IS_LOCATED_IN

1

0..1

1
1

IS_SUBMODULE_IN

0..*

TABLE

0..*

IS_CHECKED_BY

1

1..*
IS_DEFINED_BY

0..1

KEY
1..*

IS_DEFINED_BY
0..*

IS_CHECKED_BY_KEY
IS_REFERRING_TO

DATEFIELD

Figure 4.4: UML component diagram of all available node labels and their relationships
with other node labels.
However, the individual elements themselves do not offer any direct advantage. Only by
putting the various elements into meaningful relationships it is possible to fully use the
strengths of a labelled property graph and storage in a graph database such as Neo4J.
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Therefore, it is necessary to introduce different relations. As known from Section 3.4,
relations can also be assigned a type or label. Here the range of relation types is based on
the extracted relations between the individual SAP elements. In Fig. 4.4 all node labels
and the relationships that connect these can be seen.
As described earlier the database management system that works behind the SAP ERP
offers well documented metadata tables. These tables form the basis for many of the
following mappings. A list of all tables can be found in the table DD02V. This table is
the source of all table elements. As in Table 4.1, the name (TABNAME), description
(DDTEXT ) and application class(APPLCLASS) are extracted to create a table node.
The stored tables are filtered for English language before being retrieved. Indicator is a E
in the column DDLLanguage. The tables extracted in this work are all English language
oriented. The language selection option provides support for all languages stored in the
underlying SAP system.

Tabname
EKKO

Selected DD02V fields
DDLLanguage
DDText
E

Purchasing Document Header

APPLClass
ME

Table 4.1: Relevant fields from DD02V

For each entry in the metadata table, a node with the label SAP:TABLE is created in
the labelled property graph model. In listing 4.1 an example cypher query is listed to
create the node for the table EKKO including its description.
CREATE (table:SAP:TABLE {name: 'EKKO', description:'Purchasing
Document Header'})

Listing 4.1: Cypher Query for Creating a table

As in Section 3.2, an entry of a table is defined by its keys. On the one hand primary
keys and on the other foreign keys. For a transformation of the tables into the labelled
graph model, this information must also be processed. The basis for this is provided by the
previously mentioned table DD03VV. The table DD03VV stores all fields for all tables. In
addition, it is also noted if the field is a primary key or a foreign key. As seen in Table 4.2,
several columns of the table are retrieved. The name of the table (tabname) and the name
of the field (fieldname) are self-explanatory. The position (position) is the column number
in the associated table. The role name (Rolname) and the domain name (Domname)
describe the use of the field in SAP. The fields relevant for the relations between the tables
are Checktable and Reftable. Using these, it is possible to set different tables in relation
to each other. These entries correspond to the relation types IS_CHECKED_BY for
the field Checktable and IS_REFERRING_TO for the field Reftable.
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Tabname
EKPO
EKPO

Selected DD03VV fields
Fieldname Rollname Domname Keyflag
EBELN
BNFPO

EBELN
BNFPO

EBELN
BNFPO

x

Checktable
EKKO
EBAN

Table 4.2: Example entries and relevant fields from DD03VV

The relations between the tables extracted in this way are added to the labelled property
graph already filled with tables. In Fig. 4.5 an exemplary relation between two tables
is shown. The purchasing document header table EKKO is connected to the purchasing
document item table EKPO via a IS_CHECKED_BY relation on the field of the purchasing
document number.

Figure 4.5: Relation between SAP tables EKKO and EKPO

As previously described in Section 3.4, a relation can also have properties. For the
IS_CHECKED_BY and the IS_REFERRING_TO relation, the name of the checked
or referenced table field is specified in both cases. The Cypher Query that can be seen
in listing 4.2 is used to create the IS_CHECKED_BY relation for the field EBELN
(purchasing document number) between the tables EKPO and EKKO.
MATCH (tableA), (tableB)
WHERE tableA.Name = 'EKPO' AND tableB.Name = 'EKKO'
CREATE (tableA)-[relation:IS_CHECKED_BY {field: EBELN}]->(tableB)

Listing 4.2: Cypher Query for Creating a IS_CHECKED_BY relation between two tables

4.1.1.1

Object Types

As described earlier in Section 3.3.1.2, the SAP information system structure is based on
the document flow, which is build on object types, which are often referred to as document
types. These are part of a central functionality and are closely linked to individual
processes and work steps in SAP. They are created in defined tables and are also related to
them. To find out which object or document is created in which table, the table TCDOB
is used. The table TCDOB stores objects for change document creation data. The entries
of the table are used to create the relationship IS_CREATED_IN, which can be seen in
Fig. 4.6. In this particular example we have the document type DELIVERY, deliveries,
created in the SAP table LIKP (SD document: delivery header data). This is important
because these tables are relevant as they are directly linked to an document type.
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Figure 4.6: Deliveries (LIEFERUNG) created in SAP Table LIKP

As can be seen in Fig. 4.7 one object type is connected to multiple tables with the
relationship type IS_CREATED_IN. The interesting part is the identification of the most
relevant tables for that document.

Figure 4.7: Purchasing Documents (EINKBELEG) created in different SAP Tables

4.1.1.2

Primary Keys

The primary key import of the tables is done in the next step of phase one. In this step, the
primary keys themselves are loaded and then set in relation to the tables. A table can be
defined by several primary keys. The primary keys are extracted from the table DD03VV.
Keys with different roles are recorded individually. This means that a primary key can be
retrieved and recorded several times with different roles. For each primary key of a role,
a node is created in the graph database. The primary key nodes are provided with the
label KEY. In order to set the primary keys in relation to the tables, the table DD03VV is
still used. For each table, the primary keys are read and a relation is created between the
table and the primary key with the appropriate role. An example entry of a primary key
field can be seen in Table 4.2, which is indicated by the key flag column. This relation has
the label IS_DEFINED_BY. As an attribute, the relation contains the name of the field
that serves as the primary key of the table. Thus, in addition to the tables themselves,
the relations between the tables and their keys are also known. This makes it possible to
link tables to other tables by connecting them with the same primary keys of the same
role. As can be seen in Fig. 4.8, the relations to primary keys can be used to link the two
SAP tables EKKO (Purchasing Document Header) and EKPO (Purchasing Document
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Item) via the primary key EBELN (Purchasing Document Number). In addition to the
Purchasing Document Number, entries of the table EKPO are also linked via the key
EBELP (Item Number of Purchasing Document).

Figure 4.8: Primary Keys of SAP Tables EKKO and EKPO

This enables the user to easily retrieve the primary keys of a given table and review, which
other tables are defined by the same set of keys. This helps to understand the relation
between different tables and shows the interconnection of tables around a document type.
In listing 4.3 a cypher query is proposed to easily retrieve this data. The query starts by
searching the corresponding table ($searchedTab) and traversing to the keys that define
the given table. In the next hop of the search all tables are returned that are defined by
the same primary keys.
MATCH (table:TABLE)-[:IS_DEFINED_BY]->(primKey:KEY)
WHERE table.Name = '$searchedTab'
MATCH (primKey:KEY)<-[:IS_DEFINED_BY]-(relatedTables:TABLE)
RETURN table, primKey, relatedTables

Listing 4.3: Cypher Query for retrieving primary keys of given table and all related tables
defined by the same keys

4.1.1.3

Resourcefield and Eventdatefield

Regardless of whether object-centred or flat Event Logs - a timestamp is needed to track
the chronological order of activities. In Section 3.1 the necessity of timestamps for the
creation of an event log was shown. Besides the timestamp, the originator is also an
important part of an event log. Even if an event log does not need this information, it still
holds many possibilities for further insights into the typical processes and social contexts
of a process. As mentioned before, SAP manages this information as separate fields in
the underlying database management system. Database columns around timestamps and
dates are stored internally with the data type DATS. The originator is of the data type
related to users for example the data type USR.
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Sales
Document:
Header Data
(VBAK)

IS_DEFINED_BY_RESOURCEFIELD

Name of Person
Who Created
the Object
(ERNAM)

Purchase
Requisition
(EBAN)

IS_DEFINED_BY_EVENTDATEFIELD

Date of Last
Change
(ERDAT)

Figure 4.9: Example relations between tables and event/resource field node of type
EVENTDATE and RESOURCEFIELD

For both fields, a node type is created. Fields containing timestamps are represented by
the node type DATEFIELD. Some of these datefields are directly related to the event
when a table entry is created. These special date fields are marked with the node type
EVENTDATE. An example for such an event date node can be seen in Fig. 4.9.
Some event dates are more difficult to find. A good indicator for the presence of event
dates is the presence of a resource field. In listing 4.4 a pattern search to find this exact
occurrence of a resource field in combination with a date field is proposed.
MATCH (table:TABLE)-[]->(resourceField:RESOURCEFIELD)
WHERE table.Name = 'RKPF' and NOT (table)-[:
IS_DEFINED_BY_EVENTDATEFIELD]->()
MATCH (table)-[i:IS_DEFINED_BY_DATEFIELD]->(F:DATEFIELD)
WITH Min(F.Position) as Minimum,table
MATCH (table)-[rel]-(F2)
WHERE F2.Position = Minimum and F2.Position < 15
CREATE (table)-[r2:IS_DEFINED_BY_EVENTDATEFIELD]->(F2)
SET F2:SAP:PROPERTYFIELD:EVENTDATE:DATEFIELD
RETURN F2,rel

Listing 4.4: Cypher Pattern Search for Identifying relevant Datefields
When a table has a resource, in this case user, related field it is saved in a node of type
RESOURCEFIELD. This node contains a short description, a datatype and the field name
in SAP. It is connected to the table node by a relation of type IS_DEFINED_BY_RESOURCEFIELD.
Figure 4.9 shows an example for a resource node. In the given example the sales document
header table (VBAK) is connected to the field node that represents the column that
contains the name of the person who created the object (ERNAM).
4.1.1.4

Field Domain

In Section 3.3.1.2 the domain of an attribute was introduced. As stated before, each
attribute or field of an table entry corresponds to a single domain. This can be for
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example the domain of accounting document numbers or the date. In Table 4.3 multiple
example domains can be seen that are stored in the table DD01VV. For each domain
that is present in the underlying SAP system one node of type DOMAIN is added to the
labeled property graph. The name, the datatype and the description are added as node
properties.
Purchasing
Document
Header
(EKKO)

IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY

Purchasing
Document
Number
(EBELN)

IS_ENTITYTAB_OF

IS_IN_DOMAIN

Purchasing
Document
Number
(EBELN)

Figure 4.10: Example relation between purchase requisition table, purchase requisition
number and domain
The field Entitytab shows which table is the main value store for this domain. For
example the purchasing document table EKKO is assigned as the value table of the
purchasing document number domain. This relationship is added as an directed edge
to the labeled property graph along the domains. Each relationship between SAP tables
and domains is labeled with IS_ENTITYTAB_OF directed from the table node to the
domain node.

Domname

Datatype

BELNR
RSNUM
VBELN
EBELN

CHAR
NUMC
CHAR
CHAR

Example Domain entries
Entitytab
Description
RESB
VBUK
EKKO

Accounting document number
Reservation/dependent requirements number
Sales and distribution document number
Purchasing document number

Table 4.3: Example entries and relevant fields from table DD01VV to create domain nodes
In Fig. 4.10 a partial graph of the resulting labeled property graph is shown. In this figure
the relationship between the purchasing document table EKKO, the purchasing document
number domain and the corresponding primary key can be seen.
4.1.1.5

Application Area

In Section 3.3.1 the concept of functional modules in SAP was introduced. Based on the
subdivision of business processes, various functional modules are used to work on different
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company areas. This division can also be found in the underlying database metadata
tables. Another interesting piece of information is the application area. It is not directly
part of the data extraction in phase one. Nevertheless, it is importan to mention it here
and explain how it was inserted into the labelled property graph.
In order to extract these relations, the tables TDEVC and DF14VD are examined more
closely. The table DF14VD contains a list of all applications of the SAP system and the
table TDEVC stores packages data. As can be seen in Table 4.4 each module has a clear
name, a application name and an application ID. For each entry in the table a node with
the label APPLICATIONCLASS is created. The table TDEVC stores the relation of each
table to the application name. In Table 4.5 the columns can be seen. Each entry contains
a table and the corresponding application name. Each entry represents one edge of type
IS_LOCATED_IN between a table and a application class node.

Name
Purchasing
Sales

Selected DF14D fields
Application Component Application Component ID
HLA0009512
HLA0009601

MM-PUR
SD-SLS

Table 4.4: Example entries and relevant fields from DF14D

Table
EKKO
VBAK

Selected TDEVC fields
Application Component ID Application Component Name
MM-PUR
SD-SLS

Purchasing
Sales

Table 4.5: Example entries and relevant fields from TDEVC

A well known table is the Sales Document Table (VBAK), which is for obvious reasons
part of the sales module. Figure 4.11 shows the relation between the sales document
header table node and the sales application class node.

Sales
(SD-SLS Sales)

IS_LOCATED_IN

Sales
Document:
Header Data
(VBAK)

Figure 4.11: Example of the relation between the sales application area (SD-SLS Sales)
and the sales document header table (VBAK)

By using the application area, it is possible to retrieve all tables belonging to an application
area. This relationship can also be reversed and the membership of a table to an application
area can be retrieved. Listing 4.5 proposes a cypher query that retrieves all tables
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connected to a given application area. But also the other way around may be interesting for
the user. With that for each table the corresponding application class can be determined.
Additionally to the retrival of neighboring nodes itself, it is also possible to review which
tables are part of one process cluster by checking tables of the same application class and
how they are interconnected.
MATCH (table:TABLE)-[:IS_LOCATED_IN]->(applicationArea:
APPLICATIONAREA)
WHERE applicationArea.Name = 'MM-PUR'
RETURN table, applicationArea

Listing 4.5: Cypher Pattern Search for Identifying relevant tables given an application
area
4.1.1.6

T-Codes

As explained in Section 3.3.1, all changes in SAP are transaction-oriented. Among other
things, this means that one of the first questions in the SAP environment is about the
transaction code used. Overall, there is a close connection between transaction codes and
individual business processes. Each transaction consists of several atomic tasks that cause
changes in individual tables. Many users in SAP do not know the document generated
in the background and even less the tables involved in the database management system
behind SAP.
Therefore, it seems reasonable to integrate the T-codes in the proposed approach. These
are added as another set of nodes in the labelled property graph. The nodes of the Tcodes are connected to the tables in which the tasks of the transaction cause changes.
The information around the different transaction codes used in SAP is extracted from the
SAP table TSTC named in Section 3.3.1.2. For each transaction code, a node of the type
TCODE is created in the labelled property graph. A node with name and description is
created for each entry in the TSTC table. The extracted fields are listed as examples in
Table 3.9.
SAP Transactions and Corresponding Tables
Tabname
Description
TCODE
Description
EKKO
EBAN
AUFK
BSEG

Purchasing
Document Header
Purchase
Requisition
Order
master data
Accounting
Document Segment

ME21N
ME51N

Create
Purchase Order
Create
Purchase Requisition

MIGO

Goods Movement

MIRO

Enter Incoming
Invoice

Table 4.6: Example entries matching Transaction Codes and tables)
By using the table TCDOB, the transaction code nodes are connected to the tables in
which the tasks of the transcation change and add new entries. For each entry in the
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table, an edge is created between a transaction code and an SAP table. As seen in
Table 4.6, the columns TCODE and Tabname can be used for this. The column TCODE
represents the transaction code and the column Tabname the corresponding table. The
extracted entries are added to the labelled property graph. In Fig. 4.12 the subgraph
around the transaction code ME21N (Create Purchase Order) is shown as an example.
As can be seen there, the transaction code is related to several SAP tables. For example,
when the T-code ME21N is executed, an entry is created or changed in the tables EKKO
(Purchasing Document Header) and EBAN (Purchase Requisition).

Figure 4.12: Example of Relation between transaction code and SAP table
The generated graph model can now be used to get the relevant tables for a searched or
used T-code. For this purpose, the pattern search in listing 4.6 is suggested. This returns
all tables for a given T-code. The search can also be used the other way round to get all
T-codes that perform tasks that make changes to a given table.
MATCH (tCodeNode:TCODE)-[:IS_CHANGED_IN]->(table:TABLE)
WHERE tCodeNode.Name = $TCODENAME
RETURN tCodeNode, table

Listing 4.6: Cypher Pattern Search for Identifying relevant tables for given T-Code

4.2

Graph Algorithms and Categorising the tables

In the second phase, more information is added to the existing model. As shown in
Fig. 4.13, this information is added in three individual steps. First, well-known graph
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algorithms, such as the page rank and node rank algorithms mentioned in Section 3.4.4,
are used to identify particularly interesting tables. In addition, more types of relationships
are identified and added to the labelled property graph. The last step of the second phase
uses Cypher Pattern Searches developed in the course of this master thesis to divide the
tables into the two previously mentioned categories of Detail and Record Tables.

Graph
Database

Page Rank
Node degree

Classifying
Tables

Additional
Relationships

Figure 4.13: Worksteps of Phase 2

4.2.1

Key Relationships

As described before, tables and their primary keys are mapped to individual nodes and
then connected to each other. So there is a set of tables and primary keys. The tables
are connected via two types of edges as described in Section 4.1.1. First, edges of the
type IS_CHECKED_BY and of the type IS_REFERRING_TO. In the following subapproach, another relational type is introduced - IS_CHECKED_BY_KEY. This makes
it possible to distinguish between simple checks of a field and a check of a field by a primary
key. For this, the Cypher Query represented in listing 4.7 is proposed. This is a pattern
that checks whether the checked field references a primary key of the target table. If
so, the original IS_CHECKED_BY relation is replaced by a IS_CHECKED_BY_KEY
relation.
MATCH (n)-[p:IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY]->(key)
MATCH (n)<-[c:IS_CHECKED_BY]-(checkTable)
WHERE c.Field = key.FIELDNAME
MERGE (n)<-[r2:IS_CHECKED_BY_KEY]-(checkTable)
// copy properties, if necessary
SET r2 = c
RETURN n,c,checkTable, key, p

Listing 4.7: Cypher Pattern Search for Identifying relevant Datefields
An example of such a relation is shown in Fig. 4.14. The yellow nodes shown there
are SAP tables. The green nodes represent their primary keys. The entries of the
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Purchasing Document Header (EKKO) table are uniquely defined by the Purchasing
Document Number (EBELN). The entries in the Purchasing Document Header (EKKO)
table are identified by the Purchasing Document Item Number in addition to the Purchasing
Document Number. As shown in the figure, a field of the table EKPO is checked in the
table EKKO. For this purpose, both tables are connected via a relationship of the type
IS_CHECKED_BY. The field checked is the Purchasing Document Number. The pattern
search described above recognises this pattern and marks the relationship between the
tables with IS_CHECKED_BY_KEY.

Purchasing
Document
Header
(EKKO)

Purchasing
Document Item
(EKPO)

IS_CHECKED_BY_KEY

IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY

IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY
Purchasing
Document
Number
(EBELN)

IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY

Item Number of
Purchasing
Document
(EBELP)

Figure 4.14: The relationship between the tables EKKO and EKPO and the corresponding
keys.

4.2.2

Enrich the data with Graph Algorithms

The storage of all transformed data offers the advantage that graph algorithms can be
used to enrich the data with further information. This enrichment of the available graph
with further data is mainly aimed at giving the user additional information about the
relevance of individual nodes or, in this case, tables. For example, the page rank algorithm
previously introduced in Section 3.4.4 can be used for this purpose. Even though it was
originally designed to approximate the relative relevance of websites, it can also be used in
the environment of this master thesis to estimate the relevance of a table or other elements
extracted from the SAP system. In addition, for each table the number of other tables
that are checked by it are counted.
The Page Rank Algorithm is performed on two perspectives of the SAP labeled property
graph. Both of the only contain the SAP table nodes. One perspective includes the
IS_CHECKED_BY_KEY and the other perspective the IS_CHECKED_BY relationship
type. The Page Rank Algorithm is then performed on both of these partial graphs that are
included in the specific perspective. Additionally to the page rank the degree regarding the
IS_CHECKED_BY_KEY is computed and stored as a property. A higher page ranks
indicates a higher interconnection of the table among the others. Tables with a high page
rank value are likely to be more relevant.
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4.2.3

Categorising the tables

One crucial step for data extraction from SAP is the classification of the tables. Each
identified class gets its own label in the graph model. With that each node group can
be retrieved very easy and fast. Additionally this label can be used for more advanced
pattern searches like the ones that are introduced in Section 4.3.
The tables are classified in five different classes:
• A flow table describes the status of objects that compose the target business process.
It explains the creation, deletion, and update of such objects, e.g., VBFA explains
the status of objects that are associated with the Order-to- Cash (O2C) process.
• A transaction table describes the execution of transactions (TCODE) in SAP systems.
• A change table describes the changes in objects of the target business process, e.g.,
CDHDR and CDPOS are primary change tables.
• A record table stores relevant attributes of objects of the target business process,
e.g., the table EKKO contains the relevant attributes of purchase order documents.
• A detail table stores the relationships between different entities, e.g., the table EKPO
stores the connection between purchase requisitions and purchase orders.
In the following the identification of the different table classes is explained. For each class
the pattern search to identify it and the pattern search to retrieve it after the classification
is listed.
Record Table
As described before record tables store relevant attributes of objects of the target business
process. Each entry in such a table has a user that created the business object and a
datetime that stores the timestamp of the change on the entry. Listing 4.8 shows the
proposed cypher query to identify all record tables among the tables retrieved from the
SAP system. The first two match clauses ensure the presence of a resource field and an
event date field. The later part of the pattern match identifies tables that are higher in the
„network hierarchy“. For that the pattern search checks if the identified table contains
a primary key that is not checked in some other tables. This indicates that the key is
generated in the identified table and it is indeed a record table and no detail table. An
example for such a hierarchy can be seen in Fig. 4.14, where the table EKKO is higher in
the network hierarchy as the table EKPO as the table EKPO is checked by the purchasing
document number which is the primary key of the EKKO table.
MATCH (table:TABLE)
MATCH (table)-[r:IS_DEFINED_BY_EVENTDATEFIELD]->(eventDate)
MATCH (table)-[s:IS_DEFINED_BY_RESOURCEFIELD]->(eventResource)
OPTIONAL MATCH (table)-[:IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY]->(keyNodeCheck:KEY)<-[:
IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY]-()<-[:IS_CHECKED_BY_KEY]-(table)
OPTIONAL MATCH (table)-[:IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY]->(keyNodeRef:KEY)<-[:
IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY]-()<-[:IS_REFERRING_TO]-(table)
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MATCH (table)
WHERE NOT exists((table)-[:IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY]->(keyNodeCheck)<-[:
IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY]-()<-[:IS_CHECKED_BY_KEY]-(table)) and NOT exists
((table)-[:IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY]->(keyNodeRef:KEY)<-[:
IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY]-()<-[:IS_REFERRING_TO]-(table))
SET table:TABLE:RECORDTABLE
RETURN table

Listing 4.8: Cypher Pattern Search for Identifying record tables
In Fig. 4.15 an example for a table with both resource and event related date field is shown.
The table EKKO is used in the purchase requisition process. It has a field called AEDAT
and of role ERDAT. This field represents the date on which the entry was created. (SAP
Description Date on Which Record Was Created)
Name of Person
Who Created
the Object
(ERNAM)

IS_DEFINED_BY_RESOURCEFIELD

Purchasing
Document
Header
(EKKO)

IS_DEFINED_BY_EVENTDATEFIELD

Date on Which
Record Was
Created
(AEDAT)

Figure 4.15: Resource and Timestamp of EKKO entries

Change Tables
The next class of tables in SAP are the Change Tables. To identify these the pattern
search in listing 4.9 is proposed. Each table of class Change Table is labeled with the label
CHANGETABLE
MATCH (n:TABLE)
WHERE n.Description =~'Change document.*' or n.Description =~'Change
Document.*'
RETURN n

Listing 4.9: Cypher Pattern Search for retrieving change tables
Flow Table
As stated before another interesting class of tables are the so called Flow Tables. In
listing 4.10 a pattern search to identify the flow tables is proposed. Each table of class
Flow Table is labeled with FLOWTABLE.
MATCH (n:TABLE)
WHERE n.Description =~'.*Flow'
RETURN n

Listing 4.10: Cypher Pattern Search for retrieving flow tables
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4.3

Relevant Tables for Data Extraction

A crucial part for data extraction on ERP systems in general and the SAP ERP system
in special is the identification of relevant tables and the connection between these. The
use of graph models puts the interconnection between different tables on the same level
as the tables themself. The relationships become first-class citiziens themself.
In general three main approaches to select relevant tables for data extraction can be
distinguished. Manual, automatic and hybrid:
• The manual approach is based on the knowledge of domain experts that understand
the different business processes and know the technical background of the underlying
SAP system. The domain expert should know the different entities and how they
are connected. Based on this knowledge the domain expert can select the relevant
tables for data extraction.
• The automatic approach uses the metadata that is available in the system. Tables
such as the previously mentioned table DD03VV can be used for this purpose.
These available metadata tables are used to identify all available entities and the
relationships between them.
• The hybrid approach combines both the manual and automatic approach. In this
approach the system tries to support the domain expert with different views on the
data structure and propose the relevant tables in a semi-automatic way. The final
selection is still based on the knowledge of the domain expert.
The method that is proposed in this section supports the user in the preprocessing phase
in front of the actual data extraction. The results that are returned can also be used in an
fully automatic approach without the need of manual selection of the domain expert.
In listing 4.11 a cypher pattern search is proposed that returns the most relevant tables for
a given document type that has to be selected by the domain expert. Besides the directly
related tables also all neighbouring document types are identified. The proposed pattern
search strongly relies on the previous introduced identification of record tables. In the first
part of the pattern search the record tables (label RECORDTABLE) directly connected to
the given document type are retrieved by traversing the edges of type IS_CREATED_IN.
From that subset of nodes all tables that are checked by the key of the record table
are searched that fullfill the given entrycount limit. The current set of returned nodes
are the relevant tables for the given document type. Starting from that a OPTIONAL
MATCH search is performed to retrieve neighboring record tables and their corresponding
document types. The end result are all relevant tables for the given document type and
the neighboring document type including all the relevant tables for these.
MATCH (objectType:ObjectType) -[q:IS_CREATED_IN]->(masterRecTable:
RECORDTABLE)
WHERE objectType.Name = $name
MATCH (masterRecTable)-[checkRel:IS_CHECKED_BY_KEY]-(connected)
WHERE connected.ENTRYCOUNT > $entries or connected:RECORDTABLE
OPTIONAL MATCH (connected)-[objTypCon]-(objectTypeSec:ObjectType)
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OPTIONAL MATCH (objectTypeSec)-[recSecRel]-(recordTableSec:RECORDTABLE)
RETURN objectType, masterRecTable, q, checkRel, connected, objTypCon,
objectTypeSec, recSecRel, recordTableSec

Listing 4.11: Cypher Pattern Search for Identifying relevant tables for a given docuemnt
type
Additionally to the tables and document types also the primary keys of the relevant tables
seem to be interesting for the pre-processing phase. Listing 4.12 proposes an addition
to the previously proposed cypher pattern search. This addition also retrieves all the
primary keys that are related to the identified subset of relevant tables. For that the
pattern search uses the relationship type IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY. The combination
of the previous pattern search and the proposed addition deliver all relevant tables,
neighbouring document types and all relevant primary keys for a given document type.
This enables the user to find connections between different document types and get a list
of proposed tables that can be used for event log extraction from the underlying SAP
system.
OPTIONAL MATCH (masterRecTable)-[recKeyRel:IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY]-(
recKeyNode)
OPTIONAL MATCH (connected)-[connKeyRel:IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY]-(connKeyNode)
OPTIONAL MATCH (recordTableSec)-[secRecKeyRel:IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY]-(
secRecKeyNode)
RETURN objectType, masterRecTable, q, checkRel, connected, objTypCon,
objectTypeSec, recSecRel, recordTableSec, recKeyNode, recKeyRel,
connKeyNode, connKeyRel, secRecKeyNode, secRecKeyRel

Listing 4.12: Cypher Pattern Search Addition for retrieving the primary keys of the
relevant tables for a given docuemnt type
The resulting subset of tables can be either used in an automatic approach or hybrid
approach. In the hybrid approach that is proposed in the following Chapter, the subset
of identified relevant tables and neighbouring document types is presented to the user.
Additionally all connections between the different tables, their primary keys and the
identified document types are revealed. In Fig. 4.16 an example returned graph network
can be seen. It shows the relevant record tables colored in red for the purchasing documents
which are colored in blue. Additionally the detail tables can be seen in yellow. Each table
is connected to the primary keys shown in green. The connections between the tables are
directed in the direction of the checkfield. For example the accounting document header
BKPF is checked by the purchasing document number in the purchasing document header
table (EKKO). The relation is directed from BKPF to EKKO.

4.4

Extraction Object-Centric Event Logs

This section explains how the grap model can be used to extract object-centric event logs.
The extraction is divided in four steps: preprocessing, defining activity concept, defining
object types and connecting entries.
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Figure 4.16: Graph Network around Purchasing Document and related document types
Preprocessing
The preprocessing step aims to resize the avaiable dataset to a reasonable size. As we know
the SAP ERP system stores a huge amount of data which needs to be filtered beforehand.
This can be for example the extraction regarding a specific fiscal year or the documents
around a specific customer. The given filters are performed on the set of primary keys
that are connected to the selected set of tables.
Defining Object Types
In the next step the entries of the record tables are transformed into events with the
tables columns as event attributes. The values of all the columns except the dates and
the numbers become objects of the object type given by the column’s name.
Defining Activity Concept
In the extraction step the event data from each table is extracted and combined afterwards.
This includes the definition of the activity concept, which is done separately for the
different types of tables:
• All entries in flow tables contain two document numbers. The first one is the
document number of the current document. The second one is the document number
of the previous document. Additionally each entry contains the document type of the
current and the previous document. For example the flow table VBELN contains the
fields VBELN, VBELV, VBTYP N, and VBTYP V of the VBELN domain. These
fields contain the previously explained document number and document types of the
current and previous document. The current document type stored in VBELN N is
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used to define the activities.
• The entries in transaction tables contain a transaction code that can be transferred
into a human-readable format by using the previous introduced TSTCT table. This
textual description is used as the activity name.
• The entries in record tables are representations of the properties of an object. All
entries of a record table are related to the same activity. For example all entries
of the Purchasing Document Header table (EKKO) represent the activity "Create
Purchasing Document".
• For change tables, three different approaches can be used. Either the transaction
codes can be transformed into activities, the fields that are updated in the change can
be transformed into activities or both the old and the new field values are considered
to define the activities.
Connecting Entries
The last substep adds additional information to the events. For example, if an entry
of the table RSEG, containing detailed information about invoices, associates an invoice
identifier with an order identifier, every event associated with the invoice identifier is also
associated with the order identifier in the subsequent step.
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Implementation
The focus of Chapter 4 is on the extraction and transformation of the SAP system structure
into a graph database and the subsequent use of the graph model for the extraction of
an object-centric event log from the SAP system. This chapter introduces a prototype
extractor based on the results of the previous chapter. In the course of the chapter,
we will explain which steps the interactive extractor comprises as well as which Cypher
Queries are executed in which step to retrieve graph data.
As can be seen in Fig. 5.1, the interactive extractor is divided into two main components.
On the one hand, there is a web interface that is visible to the user and an API server in
the backend.

<<Component>>
Graph Viewer

<<Component>>
SAP Extractor

<<Component>>
API Controller

<<Component>>
Oracle Connector

REST API

SAP ERP
Database

<<Component>>
Neo4J Connector
Graph
Database

Figure 5.1: UML Component Diagram of the proposed interactive extractor prototype

The web interface itself is further divided into two sub-components. The Graph Viewer
provides the user with a way to retrieve and display specific parts of the graph. The
second sub-component provides the interactive SAP extractor itself. The individual steps
are listed in Section 5.1.
The API server has a central API controller that holds all methods that can be called from
outside. The API controller calls functions from two other components. These include the
Oracle Connector and the Neo4J Connector, which executes all possible cypher queries on
the graph database and returns the retrieved subgraphs. The Oracle Connector is mainly
used for the extraction of the database structures from the underlying SAP ERP database
and the extraction of the event logs from SAP. A list of the technologies and packages
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used can be found in Appendix A.1.

5.1

SAP Extractor Prototype

This section introduces the developed interactive SAP Extractor prototype that is based
on the proposed graph model. In the following part of this thesis the different steps of the
extractor are explained and shown. This includes the used parts of the graph model and
how they are retrieved. For this reason the executed cypher query is mentioned for each
step of the extractor.
As can be seen in Fig. 5.2 the extractor prototype is divided in five different steps.

Figure 5.2: UML Sequence Diagram of the proposed interactive extractor prototype
Each step is started and ended by the input of the user. From the user input the
corresponding cypher query is filled with parameters and executed on the graph server
from the extractor API. The resulting subgraph is presented to the user in an interactive
way. The user is able to understand the relationships between the returned nodes and can
do his selection based on the deeper structure understanding he gained.
The whole process aims to support the user with additional information and insights.
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In every view the user is able to select a specific node and is presented all the available
properties in the graph database.

5.1.1

Step 1 - List relevant Object/Document Types

In the first step the relevant Object/Document Types are retrieved from the graph database.
Relevant means in this case that the Document Type is connected to a record table. So the
document type seems to be related to event data. The other document types are neglected
in the further steps. In listing 5.1 the corresponding cypher query can be seen. It only
matches object types that are connected to a table of type RECORDTABLE.
MATCH (objectType:ObjectType) -[]-> (recordTable:RECORDTABLE)
RETURN objectType

Listing 5.1: Cypher for finding relevant document types.
In Fig. 5.3 a list of the resulting documents can be seen. The result is presented to the
user in form of a table that contains the name, the description and the entry count of the
SAP data tables.

Figure 5.3: The first step of the developed SAP Extractor containing the document types

5.1.2

Step 2 - Document Type Creation Tables

In the second step of the extractor the selected object type is returned to the backend.
This object type then is used to retrieve the tables which are direclty related to it. For
that the in Chapter 4 introduced relationship type IS_CREATED_IN is used.
In listing 5.2 we can see the used Cypher query. The variable node represents the
given object type and the variable table is used to find the tables in which related
entries are created. The cypher query is completed with the relation e with the type
of IS_CREATED_IN.
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MATCH (node:ObjectType)-[e:IS_CREATED_IN]->(table)
WHERE objectType.Name = 'givenName'
RETURN node, e, table

Listing 5.2: Cypher for finding the entry creation tables for a given object type.
In this example the user has selected the purchasing documents and receives the subgraph
that can be seen in Fig. A.3. Here the node representing the purchasing documents and
the connected SAP Data Nodes can be seen.
The user can select between the table view and a tabular view of the returned nodes.

5.1.3

Step 3 - Relevant Tables

The third step of the interactive extractor performs the actual identification of the relevant
tables for the selected document types. In this step the pattern search proposed in
listing 4.11 is performed on the backend server. Again the retrieved results are presented
to the user in form of a graph view and a table view for detailed information. As mentioned
in Section 4.3 this includes the neighboring documents and also all primary keys of the
identified SAP data tables.

Figure 5.4: Step 3 of the developed SAP Extractor showing the identified relevant
tables(yellow), document types(blue) and primary keys (green)

In Fig. A.4 the identified tables for the purchasing documents are displayed. Each node
in the returned network can be interactively explored by clicking it. This reveals more
details for each of the nodes in form of the properties that are stored along the nodes in
the underlying labeled property graph model. These are the entrycount, a description,
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name, application class, page rank, and table class for nodes of type TABLE. A list of all
properties for all different node types can be found in Chapter 4.

5.1.4

Step 4 - Pre-Processing via Keys

Another important step in the interactive extraction is the pre-processing via keys. As
exaplained before all primary keys are retrieved as well. With that the user can review
the primary keys and can understand how they connect the different data tables. In this
step the user can go one step further and can preprocess the filter settings to extract the
event log. For each primary key all stored and available values are loaded from the SAP
database. The user can select from them to filter the events included in the event log that
is extracted in the last step. So each primary key value the user has selected is user in the
pre-processing phase of the event log extraction, by excluding the entries that does not
match the specified key values.
As can be seen in Fig. A.5 all found keys are presented to the user in form a table. Each
row contains one primary key, including the name, the description, the rolename and the
domain. Additonally the current selected key values are listed. In this example we can
see the primary key values of the tables that were selected for the purchasing documents
in the previous step.

5.1.5

Step 5 - Event Data Extraction

The last step of the interactive extractor contains the actual event log extraction from the
SAP system. The result of this step is an OCEL, that can be flattened to a traditional
event and can be analyzed using object-centric process mining techniques. In this step the
tables that are identified in the previous steps are send along the pre-processed keys to
the existing SAP extractor prototype proposed in [6] ( https://github.com/Javert899/sapextractor).

5.2

Graph Viewer

This section describes the Graph Viewer which is the
second component of the web interface. The Graph
Viewer consist of two steps:
• 1. Document Type Selection
• 2. Graph Display
In the first step the user can select the document
type he is interested in. In the next step all relevant
tables for the selected document type are retrieved and
displayed. Each nodes contains the properties that
are stored in the graph model. The user can access
these additional properties by clicking any node in the
view.
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Chapter 6

Evaluation
As can be clearly seen in Chapter 2, in most cases process mining has only been used in the
context of process-aware information systems with a single case notion to group individual
events. However, it has been shown that there are also systems that do not share this
approach and in which the information relevant to the event log is distributed over many
individual tables. One of the main goals of this master thesis is to increase the degree of
automation in identifying process-relevant tables. Nevertheless, the identification of these
relevant tables is not the only focus of the developed method. In addition, the user should
be given a deeper insight into the structures and connections behind the processes and
tables. The insights should enable the user to understand why these tables were proposed
and provide a basis for making meaningful selections based on these proposed tables. In
the following chapter the quality and usability of the extracted datasets is evaluated. In
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 it is shown which data is extracted. The evaluation is done
regarding the initial research goals that are stated in Section 1.2.
In the following, these goals are used as a reference to check and evaluate the results. For
this purpose, the first step in Section 6.2 is checking which data was transferred to the
graph database in the course of the work and which information the user can draw from
these networks in order to gain a deeper understanding of the relationships. It should be
noted that all data originate from a single SAP system, which was made available by the
PADS Chair for the purpose of carrying out this thesis. For a further evaluation of the
results, the extractor should also be run on other SAP databases.
After the evaluation of the labeled property graph model itself, the quality of the developed
method regarding the identification of relevant tables and neighboring document types
is evaluated. To check the quality of the identified tables, these are compared with
results from other papers that worked on the data extraction from SAP. This is a crucial
part of this chapter as this comparison validates the correctness of the results. For the
evaluation of the results, it is important to check whether the tables proposed for this
process coincide with the results of other papers. This allows to evaluate if the tables
proposed automatically are the same ones selected manually by domain experts. As part
of the quality evaluation also the correctness of the table classification as event tables
is assessed and compared with manual classification. This comparison is important as
it directly shows the quality of the proposed pattern searches and where they should be
improved.
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Beside comparing the results with previous work, it is also the aim of this thesis to
introduce different metrics. These metrics are intended to quantify the different parts
of the graph (e.g. document types and corresponding processes) and to make these
comparable with each other. For this reason, the following novel metrics are introduced:
• Process Complexity Factor
• Hop Distance
• Relative Table Importance
• Query Performance
In Section 6.4 the overall usefulness of a labeled property graph model in combination
with a graph database management system such as Neo4J is analysed. Part of the goals of
this work, was additionally the evaluation of the developed tool regarding different quality
characteristics. For this reason, the developed SAP extractor is considered with regard to
the following characteristics:
• Accessibility
• Usability
• Scalability
• Deployability

6.1

Graph model statistics

Before the actual discussion and evaluation of the results begins, this section gives an
overview of the extracted nodes and relationships.

Figure 6.1: Node count per label type.
As can be seen in Table 6.1, the developed data extractor mapped almost 120.000 elements
from SAP to nodes in the labeled graph model. These nodes are grouped by 16 node labels
and connected by 340.000 different relationships. In Fig. 6.1 the label count of the different
node labels can be seen. Most of the imported nodes have the label TCODE.
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Graph model statistics
Element count Label count
Nodes
Relationships

118939
340753

16
14

Table 6.1: Graph Model statistics on node and relationship counts, including label count
In the graph database are stored 9392 tables. These are defined by 7507 different keys.
Only tables of the transparent category (an internal SAP category) and non-empty tables
are part of the metadata extraction. This leads to this relatively low table count. Beside
the nodes, 340753 relationships were extracted and mapped to the graph model. In Fig. 6.2
the label count of the relationships can be seen. For better visualization the relationship
type IS_CHANGED_IN was excluded. This type is used 273.292 times in the graph
model. As can be seen the tables are interconnected by 6842 IS_CHECKED_BY and
1786 IS_REFERRING_TO relations.

Figure 6.2: Relationship count per label type.

6.2

Evaluation of the extracted tables and relations

One part of the discussion will be focused on the evaluation of the extracted tables and their
relations with each other. This is done to check the overall completeness and usefulness
of the structure information that is available in the underlying SAP database. It explains
how the user can work with an efficient data storage to retrieve information he can rely
his decisions and selections on. This also includes the evaluation of the corresponding
primary keys and how they enhance the understandability of the connection between
multiple tables for the user.
For this purpose, a comparison with results from related work papers is performed and
evaluated if the graph network is able to resemble the relations between different tables
and the document types that are involved in business processes. As stated in Table 6.2 the
SAP table EKKO (Purchasing Document Header) is defined by two keys. The MANDT,
which represents the corresponding client and the EBELN, which stands for the purchasing
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document number. Like stated in Section 4.1 the purchasing document table is not only
defined by the purchasing document number, it is also the entity tab of the underlying
domain of purchasing document numbers.

Fieldname

Rolename

MANDT
EBELN

MANDT
EBELN

Primary Keys EKKO
Domainname Datatype
MANDT
EBELN

CLNT
CHAR

Description
Client
Purchasing Document Number

Table 6.2: Primary Keys of the EKKO table
In Fig. 6.3 the successful transfer of the relations between the different components to the
graph model can be seen. With that part of the network the relations that were explained
before are easy to understand and can be visualised in an effective way. Additionally,
these information can be retrieved in a signal database call. More of the performance on
different data queries is presented in Section 6.4.1.

Purchasing Document
(EINKBELEG)

IS_CREATED_IN

Purchasing Document
Header
(EKKO)

Purchasing Document
Number
(EBELN)

IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY

IS_ENTITYTAB_OF

IS_IN_DOMAIN

Purchasing Document
Number
(EBELN)

Figure 6.3: The purchasing documents are created in the purchasing document header
table, which is defined by the purchasing document number.
And as can be seen in Table 6.3 the SAP table EKPO (Purchasing Document Item) is
defined by three keys. The MANDT, the BELNR, and the key EBELP, which contains the
item number of the purchasing documents. The purchasing document number is checked
in the Document Header table EKKO. The purchasing document itself is also created in
the EKPO table.

Fieldname

Rolename

MANDT
EBELN
EBELP

MANDT
EBELN
EBELP

Primary Keys EKPO
Domainname Datatype
MANDT
EBELN
EBELP

CLNT
CHAR
NUMC

Description

Client
Purchasing Document Number
Item Number of Purchasing Document

Table 6.3: Primary Keys of the EKPO table
This relationship is easy to understand but is hard to obtain on a first look. Different
tables in the database management system have to be reviewed and the connection has to
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be retrieved before the user is able to understand the relationship. In Fig. 6.4 it can be
seen that this relationship is understandable at the first look.

Figure 6.4 shows the purchasing document and the purchase requisition nodes in blue,
the detail tables in yellow, the record tables in red and the corresponding primary keys
in green. These nodes connected by different types of relationships. The figure shows the
connection between the purchasing documents and the purchase requisitions. These two
document types are connected via the purchase requisition table EBAN which checks the
purchasing document number in the purchasing document header table EKKO.
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IS_DEFINED_BY_KEY
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Document
Item
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Number
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Number
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Number
(BANFN)

IS_CHECKED_BY

IS_CHECKED_BY
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Purchase
Requisition
Item
Number
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Figure 6.4: Sub-Network showing the relationship between purchasing documents and
purchase requisitions.

Another network can be seen in Fig. 6.5. There the relationship between the delivery
documents and the sales documents are displayed. The delivery document (LIEFERUNG)
is connected via the sales and distribution document header status table VBUK to the
sales document header table VBAK. This shows the direct relation between the sale and
the delivery process step.
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Figure 6.5: Sub-Network showing the relationship between sales documents and delivery
documents.

6.2.1

Quality of detected table categories

Another important part in evaluation of the proposed method is the categorization of
the tables in different groups. In Section 4.2.3 the different groups are listed. There are
record, detail change and flow tables. The record tables for some important processes like
order-to-cash or procurement-to-pay are well known and are identified by other papers as
can be seen in Chapter 2. The classification of the purchasing document EKKO as record
table is stated in multiple related papers. All Berti et al. [6], Ingvaldsen [12] and Selig
[42] refer to the EKKO table as a record table. The proposed method in this thesis was
able to automatically classify the EKKO table as record table. Other tables identified as
record tables are:
• Purchase Requisition (EBAN)
• Accounting Document Header (BKPF)
• Reservation Document Header (RKPF)
• Delivery Header (LIKP)
• Sales Document Header (VBAK)
The first three (EBAN, BKPF, RKPF) are also recognised as record tables by Berti et al.
[6] and Ingvaldsen [12].
The next group are the detail tables. A detail table captures the connections between
different documents. An example for such a table is the document item number table
EKPO. The EKPO tables stores the connection between purchase requisitions and purchase
orders. This relationship can also be seen in Fig. 6.4. The same categorisation is done
in [6] and [12]. As stated in [6, 12, 40] the most important change tables are the change
document header table CDHDR and change document items table CDPOS. Both tables are
also automatically classified as change tables and labeled with the label CHANGETABLE
with help of the proposed method.
The last identified group, is the group of flow tables. Flow tables connect two documents
by their corresponding document number. An example for for such a table is the sales
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document flow table VBFA. It is identified as a flow table by Berti et al. in [6]. Also with
the automated approach in this master thesis the sales document flow table is identified as
a flow table and labeled with FLOWTABLE. More exemplary flow tables automatically
identified are:
• Sales Document Flow (VBFA)
• Shipment Document Flow (VTFA)
• Trading Contract Document Flow (WBHF)
As can be seen in Fig. 6.6 the sales document flow is directly related to the sales documents
themselves. On the one side the VBFA table is checked by the VBUK table and on the
other side it is defined by the keys VBLEN BEFORE and VBELN AFTER, which are
directly connected to the same domain as the sales and distribution number itself.
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Figure 6.6: Relation between sales document flow and sales document header.

6.2.2

Relevant tables for business processes

This subsection points out how high the overlap is between the relevant tables identified
manually by domain experts and the tables identified by the pattern searches proposed in
this master thesis. For this purpose, the processes related to different document types are
considered. One is the business process Purchase-To-Pay.
The seven most important identified record tables are:
• EKKO - Purchasing Document Header
• EBAN - Purchase Requisition
• RBKP - Document Header: Invoice Receipt
• RKPF - Document Header: Reservation
• BKPF - Accounting Document Header
• EINA - Purchasing Info Record: General Data
• AUFK - Order master data
Berti et al. [6] identify the purchasing document header table EKKO as the main table
for this process. Additionally Berti et al. [6] classify the EKKO as a record table. The
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same classification is automatically done with help of the pattern searches proposed in
Section 4.2.3.
In Section 4.3 a pattern search to retrieve relevant tables for data extraction was proposed.
At this point, the question of the quality of the proposed relevant tables naturally arises.
For the evaluation of the returned tables, a comparison with results of other papers is
drawn at this point. The selection of the relevant tables in these papers was partly done
manually and the relevance of the tables was thus ensured by the user (the author of
the paper). Thus Berti et al. [6] in their paper speak of multiple relevant tables for the
Purchase-To-Pay process, which could be identified after an initial selection by the user.
This selection is mostly done manually and require a significant background knowledge
about the relevance of the listed tables. Furthermore, the search for relevant tables in
various „had to be triggered manually“[6] in order to obtain the entire list of identified
relevant tables. Also Selig [42] proposes multiple relevant tables for the P2P process in
his master thesis. The proposed tables are a subset of the tables that were identified in
this thesis.
The table identified with the help of the method proposed in this master thesis could
detect the previously mentioned set of relevant tables with one query and return them to
the user. Overall, the same relevant tables for the P2P process were identified with this
approach. Besides the tables themselves, the user receives a detailed explanation, in the
form of a graph visualization. The visualization of the relations between the tables indicate
why a table seems to be relevant. An overview of all relevant identified data objects can be
seen in Fig. 4.16. Additionally to the relevant tables these related document are retrieved
in the same pattern search:
• Purchasing document (EINKBELEG)
• Change Documents for Purchase Requisitions (BANF)
• Beleg (BELEG)
• Change Documents for Info Records (INFOSATZ)
• Change documents for networks and orders (ORDER)
• Change Documents for Info Records (INFOSATZ)
• Change Documents for Incoming Invoices (INCOMING INVOICE)
Another example that is given in this section is the Order-To-Cash process. The master
table of this business process is, as mentioned in [40] and [2], the Sales Document Header
table VBAK. In this table all documents of the type sales document (VERKBELEG) are
created. And also the network of all relevant tables and linked documents of this document
type can be successfully retrieved in the generated graph model and examined in more
detail.
The eight most important identified record tables for the order-to-cash process are:
• VBAK - Sales Document Header
• VBAP - Sales Document Item
• BKPF - Accounting Document Header
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• BSEG - Accounting Document Segment
• LIKP - SD Document Delivery Header
• LIPS - SD document: Delivery: Item data
• VBRK - Billing Document Header
• VBRP - Billing Document Item
Although the stated list is also included in the set of identified relevant tables by Touiti,
Sand and Piessens [2, 40], they have some additional tables they propose to be included
in the set. At this point the proposed method could be improved by expanding the set of
evaluated connections to improve the identification of relevant tables. By also including
the transaction codes we also can include the used transaction codes for that process.
Almost the same involved transaction codes were identified by Touiti and Sand [40].

6.3

Metrics to interpret the returned networks

After a general evaluation of the extracted structures is performed in the previous part of
the chapter, four metrics are introduced in the following. These metrics should make it
possible to compare different processes and document types with each other. In the first
part of this subsection the Process complexity measure is introduced. Another metric that
is proposed to measure the „closeness“ of two document types is the Hop Count. This
metric helps to determine the distance between two document types. The next metric
is the earlier mentioned Page Rank, which is used to compare multiple tables with each
other by comparing the relative importance.

6.3.1

Process complexity

The extraction of the object-centric event log gets more complex with each table that is
added to the set of tables that are used for the extraction. More keys and more domains
need to be considered. As the number of components increases, the comprehensibility
and overview for the user diminishes. The following metric was introduced to measure
the complexity of different documents and their associated processes. With the help of
this metric it is possible to compare the identified tables of different documents and their
associated processes. Based on these parameters on value is computed to show the user the
complexity estimate. This metric leads to different further thoughts. In general it seems
logical that more complex processes are harder to understand even if, since they involve
more document types and have more entries, they probably have a higher savings potential.
Additionally, sub networks with more entries are probably more important to the company
as they are more frequently used if the tables contain more entries. The ordered process
complexity can help the company to prioritize the analysis of the different document types
and the corresponding processes. The metric needs to be tested on different SAP systems
to clarify the usefulness.
The proposed metric follows the assumption that the more tables need to be connected
with each other to create the event log, the more complex the data extraction gets.
In the following, a process complexity metric is proposed that tries to estimate the
complexity of the returned subnetwork. The proposed metric is calculated based on
different characteristic values like the number of record tables, the number of entries
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in the tables, the number of SAP domains associated to the primary keys and the number
of related business areas.
Definition 6.1 (Entrycount measure). The entrycount measure e ∈ [0 − 10] projects the
entrycount on a score from 1 to 10, with a ∈ N . In this case variable a was set to 30000.

e(x) = (x/(a + x)) ∗ 10

Definition 6.2 (Domain count). The domain count d ∈ [1 − 30] represents the involved
domains, with a maximum of 30 counted domains.
Definition 6.3 (Business areas count). The business areas count u ∈ [1 − 20] represents
the amount of connected business areas.
Definition 6.4 (Record table count). The record table count r ∈ [1 − 20] represents the
amount of connected record tables from which entries have to be retrieved. Not more then
20 record tables are taken into account.
The proposed Formula to compute complexity score depends on the entrycount measure
e, domain count d, business areas count u and the record table count r.
Definition 6.5 (Complexity score). The complexity score itself can then be computed as
follows:

q

e2 + d2 + (u · 2)2 + r2

The complexity measure can be connected to a traffic light system that indicates the
complexity of the returned sub network. To define the different coloring thresholds
additional research has to be done. This can be for example in three levels: 0-15 Easy, 1530 Complex and 30+ Increased complexity, potential support from domain experts.
In Table 6.4 the calculated process complexity values for different document types are
listed. As can be seen the process around the purchasing documents is relatively more
complex as the delivery documents neighbourhood. This is due to the significantly larger
number of entries of the tables around the Purchase-To-Pay process. As can be seen in
Table 6.4, the sum of all entries is almost 750,000 entries, while the entries of all identified
tables of the deliveries are only just under 116,000. Furthermore, a total of 54 different
primary key domains can be found in the subgraph of the purchasing documents. In
addition, four business areas are involved, while the deliveries only return three business
areas. They also differs in the number of record tables from which the events have to
be extracted. For the purchasing document there are 17 record tables. For delivery
documents, there are only five. Overall, this leads to a complexity factor of 37 for
purchasing documents and a complexity factor of 12 for delivery documents.
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Document

# Entries

Purchasing
document

748.042
= 10
116.586
= 7.9

Delivery

Process Complexity KPIs
#Business
# Record Tables
#Domains
Areas

Complexity

54

4

17

36.78

5

3

5

12.25

Table 6.4: Process Complexity metric for the Purchase-to-Pay process and the delivery

6.3.2

Hop Distance

One goal of this thesis is to identify multiple documents that are connected to each other.
To identify two or more document types that are related to each other this subsection
introduces the hop distance. The closeness of two document types seem to be directly
related to their „distance “ in the database system. This distance can be measured by the
hop distance that is proposed in this subsection.
In the developed graph model the document types are connected to one or more tables
where they are created and stored. Each of these tables has multiple primary keys they
are defined by and the tables are connected via different relationships that store foreign
key relationships or simple field check ups. To measure the closeness of two document
types, the shortest path is searched in the graph model. If a path could be found the
number of edges that have to be traversed to go from on document to the other is called
hop count. A higher value indicates a greater distance of the two document types.
As can be seen in Fig. 6.7 the document types Sales document and Delivery document have
a hop count of only one, which indicated these two documents are closely related. This
assumption is consistent with the results from the related work chapter (Chapter 2).

Purchasing
Document
(EINKBELEG)

Sales Document
(VERKBELEG)

Purchasing
Document
Header
(EKKO)

Purchase
Requisition
(EBAN)

Sales
Document:
Header Status
(VBUK)

Purchase
Requisitions
(BANF)

Delivery
(LIEFERUNG)

Figure 6.7: The shortest paths between purchase documents and purchase requisitions
and between sales documents and delivery documents

This can be seen as a first approach to clustering, but it quickly reaches its limits, since
general SAP primary keys such as the unique plant identifier WERKS can cause the hop
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count to be very low, even between documents that are far apart in reality. The problem
can arise with all primary keys that are not process relevant. These can connect multiple
processes that are not related at all. Nevertheless, this approach can serve as a basis for
further work dealing with the clustering of the different processes within the SAP database
management system. One possible way can be the usage of the extracted T-Codes to find
paths and clusters around the execution of the transactions.

Hop Distance
Start Document
End Document
Sales document
Purchasing document
Purchasing document

Delivery Document
Purchase requisition
Delivery Document

# Hops
2
3
4

Table 6.5: The Hop Distance between multiple document types regarding the
IS_CHECKED_BY relationship

6.3.3

Page Rank for SAP tables

In the previous two subsections a metric for process complexity and the hop count were
introduced. This subsection focuses on another relevant question. The question of the
relative relevance of a table and what influence it has on its immediate neighborhood.
With the help of this metric the user gets another metric that helps him to select the
relevant tables and makes them comparable with each other. For this purpose, the page
rank mentioned in Section 3.4.4 is used.

The page rank indicates the relevance of the table in the given network. As can be
seen in Section 3.4.4 the page rank algorithm originally was used to estimate the relative
importance of web pages. In this case the algorithm was transferred to the network
representing the SAP system meta structure. In the following, some examples are compared
and evaluated regarding the computed page rank value and the importance of the table
given in related papers.

In Table 6.6 it can be seen that the page rank algorithm sets the estimation of the relative
importance of EKKO higher than of the table EBAN. When including only the checked by
keys we can see that the approximation of EKKO decreases as it is more often referenced
with checked by but still often referenced by checked by key. These values fit the statements
of other papers regarding the relevance of these tables. As mentioned before, Berti et. al
[6] and Ingvaldsen [12] also identify the EKKO table as the most important in the area of
purchasing documents. And the values determined for the tables VBUK and LKIP also
match the results of Touiti and Sand [40].
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Selected Page Rank Values for tables based on Checked By Key perspective
Table Name
Description
PR Checked By PR Checked By Key
EKKO
EBAN
VBUK
LKIP

Purchasing Document Header
Invoice Receipts
Sales Document:
Header Status
and Administrative Data
Delivery Header Data

3.25
0.699

2.96
0.868

27.96

8.927

0.768

0.837

Table 6.6: The page rank of different tables regarding all CHECKED_BY and
CHECKED_BY_KEY relationships
The computed value gives the user a indication for the importance of the selected table
but is definitely not enough on its own. In combination with the other metrics and the
graph based visualization this can help the user to refactor his table selection for data
extraction.

6.4

Graph Databases for this task

Another important question that should be asked at this point, is how well graph databases
are suited to solve the problems and challenges discussed before and whether the use of
such a database provides a great added value compared to conventional database systems.
All in all, the use of a graph based application could on the one hand create an efficient
visualization and on the other hand use some advantages of graphs. This includes the
performance comparison between the previously used SQL queries and the used graph
database queries. Both queries will be compared regarding response time and response
size.
At the outset, the static nature of the current solution should be highlighted. One problem
is the static entry counts and statistics from DBStatorra. These would need to be updated
regularly to ensure that the data is up to date. Automatic updates at fixed intervals could
be used for this purpose. Furthermore, as mentioned before, the results need to be checked
and confirmed on other SAP systems.
With the help of algorithms like page rank and node degree it is possible to support
the user with additional information which enables the user to perform better decisions.
Another great advantage of a graph database is its flexible nature. This makes it possible
to easily extend it and store more information in it. This makes it possible to create further
work in the future based on the system presented in this paper and to use the structures
already defined and extend them with additional node types and relations. In this way,
any errors can be quickly corrected and improvements easily added. In the current state,
a separate database is needed for each client, as the entry count is maintained clientdependently.

6.4.1

Performance Evaluation

Besides computing time, staff time is a valuable resource. This resource must be used
in the best possible way. For this reason, there is a need to optimise existing processes.
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This is the goal of the discipline of process mining. However, as previously shown, the
extraction of event logs in order to analyse and optimise processes also requires a nonnegligible amount of time. Both time for users to understand the actual behaviour and
connections in the SAP system, as well as the computing time needed to extract the
required data.
We can compare the differences between queries in SQL databases and Cypher queries
in graph databases such as Neo4J. In Section 3.4.2 it is shown that the data retrieval
performance of connected records in graph databases is significantly greater than in
conventional relational databases. With each retrieval of a network structure, the user
saves time. Thus, an enormous amount of time can be saved over time. In the following,
the performance of two queries that return the same result is compared.
In addition to the pure computing time, the time required for pre-processing also includes
the currently incalculable time that users spend on tracing the connections between tables.
During the course of this master’s thesis, it became clear that there are a lot of forums,
knowledge databases and lists that are available on the internet, both for free and for a
fee. The developed graph model is able to add further value to these portals and allows
users to quickly and easily get an overview of the connections of a table or a document
type.
As it can be seen in Section 3.4.2 SQL based database management systems are welloptimized for relational database models. However, the performance decreases rapidly as
soon as the focus of the stored data shifts towards a relationship-oriented focus. If the
focus is on the connections between data sets, SQL has enormous problems because, as
described above, it is not designed to handle connected data.
This insight could also be gained in the available data of the graph model generated in the
course of this work. In the following, queries in SQL relevant to this area are compared
with queries in Cypher. In addition to the pure time performance, this comparison also
includes the ratio of returned and rejected database entries. In listing 6.1 a SQL query is
shown, that retrieves the purchasing document header table and the direct neighborhoud
of depth two. The execution of this query takes almost 10.8 seconds 1 from query start
to the return of the results. Additionally around 10000 entries are retrieved from the
database and almost 99% are discarded in the WHERE clauses.
SELECT DISTINCT Tabname, CHECKTABLE
FROM SAPSR3.DD03VV
WHERE Tabname in (SELECT Tabname FROM SAPSR3.DD03VV
WHERE CHECKTABLE = 'EKKO' AND TABCLASS = 'TRANSP');

Listing 6.1: Example SQL query to get the tables checked by the purchasing document
header EKKO
The cypher query displayed in listing 6.2 creates a performance profile of the cypher
query that creates the same output as the SQL query above. As can be seen in the result
the time until the result is returned could be reduced to almost 13ms instead of 10.8s.
Additionally the amount of discarded entries could be reduced drastically. This is due to
the method of graph traversal introduced in Section 3.4.2.
1

All queries are executed on a 2 Core, 8GB RAM Server
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PROFILE
MATCH (table:TABLE)-[:IS_CHECKED_BY]-(checkTable:TABLE)
MATCH (checkTable:TABLE)-[:IS_CHECKED_BY]-(checkTable2:TABLE)
WHERE table.Name = 'EKKO'
RETURN table, checkTable, checkTable2

Listing 6.2: Cypher Query to get the tables checked by the purchasing document header
EKKO
This is only one example. The overall performance difference should be checked on SAP
systems of different size and on different query examples that are needed to retrieve the
table structure that is used to extract the object-centric event log.
The performance of the Cypher queries could be further increased by the usage of indexes.
For further information on performance optimization in the graph database refer to [90].
An example of such an index creation can be seen in listing 6.3.
CREATE INDEX FOR (objectType:ObjectType)
ON (objectType.Name)

Listing 6.3: Cypher Query for Creating an index on the object type nodes.

6.5

Evaluation of the Proposed Tool

In the previous sections, the extracted data is evaluated and stated which limitations were
reached. In the following, the added value of the developed tool is dicussed. This includes
features such as accessibility, usability, scalability and deployability.
By providing a browser-based user interface, users can access the data and initiate data
extraction from any device that has a standard web browser.
Another important factor is the usability. Even though this can only be evaluated to a
limited extent at the present time, since usability must first be evaluated by a broad mass
of everyday users. However, it can already be stated that the proposed tool offers a simple
and quick way to evaluate the structure of the underlying SAP system. The web interface
is clearly structured and guides the user linearly through the interactive extraction without
overloading him with information.
As mentioned before, graph databases have a high degree of extensibility. And this
extensibility of the database system also makes it possible to extend the entire tool easily
and in a simplified manner. New use cases can be quickly added due to the modular
structure of the system and made available to the user in the form of another subpage
in the frontend. The Web API allows third-party systems to connect to the extracted
graph data and take advantage of the labeled property graph. Likewise, it is possible to
create multiple graph databases in a graph database management system, in this case
Neo4J. This makes it possible to split the developed tool among several clients and ensure
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scalability. In the current state only one client and one SAP system is considered, further
tests of the application in other environments could evaluate this quality feature.
The last feature considered at this point is deployability. Both the graph database
management system, the frontend and the backend server can be integrated on a provided
server in a few steps. Currently, all three components of the proposed tool must be
installed individually. By extending the tool with a Docker ([91]) image that provides
all the required components, the time from development to deployment can be reduced
tremendously and the system can be set up and configured in a few moments.
But the real world is always different as the theory. The tool must be tested in a real world
scenario on different systems. Domain expert have to evaluate the value of the proposed
tool to the end user.
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Conclusion and Future Work
Applying Process Mining to ERP systems like SAP is more challenging than on Workflow
Management Systems. While workflow management systems store data in a structured
way, the data in ERP Systems like SAP is spread across multiple tables and needs to be
combined. Applying Process Mining to SAP Systems is not easy, therefore a good overview
over the business processes, document types and tables is needed. However this seems to
be one of the main challenges as each SAP system is incredibly large and impossible to
completely understand each relationship.
The proposed method of this work was a new approach which starts exactly at this point
and offers the user the possibility to gain a deeper understanding of the connections
within an SAP system and consequently to select relevant tables for the actual event log
extraction. This was one of the research goals defined in Section 1.2. At this point it
should be emphasizes that the proposed solution only focuses on the identification of the
relevant tables and the creation of easy to understand views on the data. The actual
extraction of the object-centric log is done in the already existing solution of Berti et al.
[6].
However, reality is never the same as theory. Therefore, there is a need to test the
developed method in further environments and to have it evaluated in detail by a domain
expert. This also includes the evaluation of the extracted object-centric event logs. Of
course the development of such a system is never completely finished and there are always
functions that can be optimised and improved. So this application can also be extended
in various directions. The existing version of the tool can only connect to an SAP ECC
instance supported by the Oracle database. Despite this being a popular option, this
limits the possibility to apply the extractor in a generic setting.
The current version of the code is open source, but relies on some components released
with a proprietary license. A future version of the tool could be extended to support
different SAP ERP system versions.
The use of graph databases opens up possibilities for further work on the use of such data
storage to further optimise the process of data extraction in ERP systems. Currently,
only structural data of the SAP system is managed in the graph database. At this point
it would make sense to store the extracted event logs directly in a graph database and to
link them to the existing graph model.
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Another interesting approach would be to store the discovered social network within the
extracted event logs in the graph database. One of the most common use cases of graph
databases is the storage of social networks. This would allow the use of existing graph
algorithms to analyse social networks and possibly yield further interesting insights.
As previously described, the current version of the proposed tool is very rigid and requires
an initial metadata extraction process and further manual updates to keep the data up
to date. At this point, we could consider if Neo4J Streams could be used at this point.
Neo4j Streams provides integration between Neo4j and Kafka, allowing users to consume
messages from any topic in Kafka, and also to produce DBMS changes out to kafka as
messages on topics.
In the course of this work, the clustering of relevant tables around business processes was
only touched upon. Future work could start here and try to apply clustering algorithms to
the extracted graph. Although each SAP system and process mining project is different,
the results of extractions could be used as a reference in other projects and systems.
For this purpose, the tables selected by the users could also be stored and evaluated.
The re-usage of the results could drastically improve the speed and quality of event log
extraction.
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Appendix A

Appendix
A.1

Used Technologies

Supported SAP instances
The interactive SAP extractor is currently limited to the following configuration:
• SAP should be in the ECC version (no SAP R/3, no SAP HANA).
• The supporting database is Oracle.
Frontend
Angular with Typescript.
Backend
C# REST API based on .NET.
Used .NET Packages
• Log4Net (License: Apache License, Version 2.0)
https://logging.apache.org/log4net/
• Newtonsoft JSON: https://www.newtonsoft.com/json
• OracleManeged Data Access (21.3.0)
• Neo4J-Client (License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/MS-PL)
https://github.com/DotNet4Neo4j/Neo4jClient
• RestSharp
Neo4J
• Neo4J Desktop (https://neo4j.com/download/)
• Neo4J Graphdatabase (Version 4.4.2) (https://neo4j.com/product/neo4j-graph-database/)
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A.2

User Interfaces

Figure A.1: Homepage of the web interface.

Figure A.2: First step of the event log extraction.
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Figure A.3: Second step of the event log extraction.

Figure A.4: Third step of the event log extraction.
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Figure A.5: Fourth step of the event log extraction.

Figure A.6: Fifth step of the event log extraction.
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